PLEASANT ISLAND C AM PS

HOTEL BLANCHARD

On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
In the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November.
Section. Write for booklet.
' Write for booklet.
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
WESTON U- TOOTHAKER, Prop.,
STRATTON M A IN E ,
E. IL G R O S E . Prop.
Pleasant Island,
* Maine
STRATTON MAINE

One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
Lake, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords
the’best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
For particulars write for free circular to

Capt. E. F. COBURN,

. LAKEWOOD CAMPS,

Middledam, Maine

Mountain View House I
Mountain View, Maine

-1

For further particulars write or address

L. E. BOW LBY,
Mountain View,

Maine |

The Place Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing.

TIM P O N D C A M P S
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Pishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.

JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both* lake and
itream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. _Post Office
tnd Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
*nd other information, write
ED. GRANT & SON CO.,

P. O. A d d ress, Grant’ s Me.

Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S ' * 1' ^ , ; ; - " 1"

I

Bald"Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookmeguntic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—Auto
road to camps— Telephone connections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r..
Bald Mountain
Maine

W

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
Region

AS A HUNTING RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access
and nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small game are very
abundant.

- Non-resident hunting license fee only S I 5.00
Write the S a n d y
booklet with map.
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T. N. BEAL, General Manager,
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POPULAR HOTEL
CLOSES FOR 1915
Boston Angler Probably the Last
to Reel in
(Special

Correspondence.)

Rangeley Lake House, September
30.—-The last day of the season of
1915 has come, and after breakfast
to-morrow morning this hotel closes
its doors to the traveling public untu June 1, 1916.
Never has there
been as large a number of people an
from as many places entertained at
this, one of the best known and at
tractive summer hotels in New Eng
land as this year and already the
booking for another year tells of the
same continued popularity.
The un
usually bad, rainy and windy weath
er of the last week has prevented
many auto mo-bile parties from com
ing and some who intended to re
main longer returned to their homes,
hut some 30 people linger as long
as possible.
A number go from
here to camp and others wall spend
some of the autumn days at The
Tavern.
Yesterday, Dr. and Mrs. Wm. Ness
and Dr. and Mrs. E. S. Cummings of
Lewiston, who were on am automo
bile trip dined ;h*ere.
Mrs, Chester W. Lasell and Miss
Lasell of Whitimsville, Mass., and
Mrs. J. Foster Warner of Rochester,
N. Y., came as far as Rangeley in
their tourinng car and made a siho-rt
stay here this week on their way
to their camp on Kennebago Lake.
John Mason Tilney
came from
Brooklyn for over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Ulm of
Chicago, 111., Mr. and Mrs. Frank C.
Shorley and Miss Hazel Shorley of
Malden, Mass., were among the auto
mobile parties wllio spent part of the
week here.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Baker and Dr.
and Mrs. Powell of New York were
here for part of the week.
’ Col. John Caswell, the New York
sportsman, with, biis guide and bird
dog starts out every morning after
■partridges and he gets them, too.
Frederick Skinner, the Boston ang
ler, who hais no doubt caught more
fish in Rangeley Lake than any othe
fisherman, but never records them,
is on the lake this morning and will
be one of the last to reel in this
year, and we trust one of the first to
wet a lime in 1916.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Graham of Bos
ton were week-end guests.
Dr. and Mrs.. G«eo. G. Ward, Jr.,
of New York registered here
this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Ledeliey and the

Ghatillcn party of New York, who
came the first of the season started
homeward this week via Phillips and
Farmington and the trip by narrow
gauge through the beautiful Sandy
River Valley is greatly enjoyed by
all.
^
C. E. Knowls of Pittsburg, Penn.,
who came when the hotel opened and
every pleasant day has enjoyed the
golf did not go home until this Wieek.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. R. Adams of
Philadelphia and Mrs. E. M. Brown
ot New York were also among the
first to come and the last to leave.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Hutchins of
Boston were on Saturday joined - by
their son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Hutchins of Dedham, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. C, I. Hichboirn of
Augusta were week-end guests.
Jas. E. Reynolds, Judge G.
W.
Sill and Capt. John H. Palmer of
East Orange, N. J., had a fine Sep
tember outing, even if the rain and
wind kept them from fishing all the
time.
Mr. Reynolds was high line
and as he caught a number of re
cord fish can entertain his friends
with a good fisih story on his return
home.
Mr. and Mrs, Edward Filing
of
New Yor and Mr. and Mrs. Silas T.
Lawry of Fairfield spent part cf
this last week here.
Miss Spear, in company with W. W.
Cunningham and daughter
had a
fine hunting trip up to Fanjoy’s
camp on Cupsuptic stream and the
young ladies proved hy the number
of birds they shot that they
are
good shots.
They came hack
in
the fearful storm on Sunday when
landing a boat at Haines
Landing
was no sport.
Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Tunis and Mrs.
Wm. Schickle and daughter are a
mong the New Yorkers wrho this
morning go home via Phillips.
Mrs. Ralph Kendall and children
who have been spending the summer
with her parents, Mir. and Mrs. J.
B. Marble return to Portland
to
morrow.
Mr. and Mirs. H. M. Burrows plan
to close Rangeanere, their beautiful
cottage on the hotel grounds next
week, and spend some time in New
York before going to their winter
home in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Estes,
Mir.
and Mrs. Carl Hennings, in company
with John Russell, to-morrow go over
to Chas,e Pond beyond Eustis for a
few days of camp life and will take
their rifles along so a deer may be
brought hac-k as a trophy.
Mr, and Mrs. J. B. Marble, Mr.
and Mrs. Wm. S. Marble and famil
ies will remain here for a short
time before deciding where they will
spend the coming winter, but all
trust for them and the host of people
they have so royally entertained that

the winter will bring only; health and
happiness and that all will meet for
another happy summer in 1916 here
at th.e Rangeley Lake House.
W ELL-K N O W N
MEMBER
OF OQUOSSOC A N G L IN G ASSOC
I A T IO N DIES V E R Y
SUDDENLY.
(Special

to Maine Woods.)

Rangeley, Sept. 30.—-Last Saturday
morning Mr. Daniel A. Davis of New
York, a well-known member of the
Oquossoc Angling Association,
Who
with his wife was passing the Sep
tember days at Indian Rock, was
suddenly taken very ill with acute
ir. digestion.
A Doctor was at once called from
Rangeley, who did all possible to re
lieve the sufferer, who lived only a
short time.
Mr. Davis was 68 years of age, a
much respected member of the club,
who has been coming to Indian Rock
for years and liis death, was a great
shook to all and much sympathy is
felt for Ms ’ afflicted wife aud fam
ily.
•
E. G. Buckla-nd, Vice President of
the New York and New Haven Rail
road, who was also a guest of the
Association, arranged for a special
train which on Sunday took the body
of Mr. Davis to New York, accompan
ied by Mr. Buckland and members
of the family.

WILL TRY LIFE
OF PRIMITIVE MAN
Mr. and Mrs. Estes of Gray off for
the Big Woods.
To out-Knowles Joe Knowles will
be the feat undertaken by Mr. and
Mrs. Walter F, Estes of Gray. Tlheiy
are going into the deepest of the
Maine woods.
They are going to
wear only tights when they enter
the primeval forests and they are
going to live for two months.
This forenoon, the couple will
start from their home iin Gray for
Headwater, which is 49 miles above
Oakland, and from there they will
enter the woods.
It is doubtful if a
wilder place could be selected than
this section of Somerset county which
is near the Moosehead region. The
couple will stay in the woods until
(Continued on page

8.)

HUNTERS
guaranteed a shot at a deer this
season at
D e e r Pond Camps
address F. S. SAVAGE, Prop.
E U S T IS .

-

-

-

M A IN E

Mr. and Mrs. Burns of New
York
and a bridal couple, Mr. and Mrs.
Cba,s. Burner of New York, -who- ar
rived on Friday to spend their honey
moon.
IT. L. Welch hais now on
hand
over 200 trout and salmon to mount
■for customers which is more than
lie has ever had any other season
and lie will have a busy winter in
his workshop.

The Safest Breech
Loading Gun Built

H a m m erless
Repeating Shotguns

OR ducks, geese, foxes, trap shooting
and all long-range shooting, use our
famous 12 ga. guns as illustrated.
For snipe, quail, partridge, wood
w
'■ 12-16-20 Gauge
cock, squirrels, rabbits, etc.,
They have Solid Top—a thick steel wall of pro
our 16 and 20 gauge guns
are smaller, lighter and
tection that also keeps out rain, snow, dirt, leaves,
quicker, and h a n d le
twigs and sand. Solid Steel Breech— the receiver abso
•with great precision.
lutely solid steel at rear as well as o n top. Side Ejection
You can use 2% in,
shells in the ex(away from face and eyes). Matted Barrel— a great con 
q u is ite new
venience in quick sighting — costs extra on any other standard grade pump
5 - shot 20'
gun. Press-Button Cartridge Release—to remove loaded cartridges ouickly
from magazine. Double Extractors — they pull any shell. Six quick shots —
5 in 20 gauge. Take-Down Feature — for convenient carrying and cleaning.
Trigger and Hammer Safety — a double guard against accidental firing.

F

•

GAME PLENTIFUL
ALL OVER MAINE
Local Hunters Own Fine Dogs—
Bird Season Promising.

GRADE " A ” —12 Ga., $ 2 2 .6 0 ; 16 or 20 Ga., $24.00

You will like to shoot this handsome?!, best designed, most efficient pump gun — it’e
the safest breech-loading gun built. Full details in catalog.
Send 3 cents postage for big catalog o f our hammer and
hammerless repeating shotguns and /72a rG /i repeating rifles

afield in search of “ likely covers”
for the opening day, finds his setter
at point, in the most rigid form. A
quivering statue with sensitive nose
receiving the “ scent” of the hiding
bird.
No gun reposes in the hand
of the alert man behind the deg and
he gives the order to his faithful
companion to ‘‘go in” and “ put him
up.” With a will, the canine heeds
the words of his master and the next
with a startling roar and almost
from under the nose of the dog up
goes the partridge followed by an
other and several others.
Down by
the side of the brooklet the hiding
woodcock and her family are next
“ finished” and with, a great whirr
and the swift whistling of
wings
they sipeed oijf at ffhe tops of the
sheltering trees.
On the return through the fields
as the night clouds are gathering,
casting a twilight tint over all na
ture, the dog suddenly ‘‘freezes1” in
to a rigid point with forefoot raised
daintily, arresting the descending
step of the master.
At the com
mand to put them up, tihe setter en
ters the cover and with a burst of
tweets, a large cover of Hungarians,
the newly planted game bird, rise
and speed off toward the sheltering
thicket with the speed of the quail.

master.
It matters not what the
breed may be, the same faithfulness
is present in the animal and he can,
if taken at the proper time, while
still a puppy, be trained to almost
any length, particularly as to his
ability in the field and woods.
Numbers of Portland hunters eai- j
joy the companionship of their dog. {
Probably no better known
hunting
dog could be mentioned than Della,
the handsome pointer belonging to
Frank M. Gray, proprietor cf the
Preble House in Monument Square.-]
Delia is nearly always to be seen
with hier master when he is
upon. 1
the street.
Seeing her work in the
field while Mr. and Mrs. Gray uire
hunt!he is a privilege as she is a
fast, constant worker, is the pos
sessor of a fire nose and can quick
ly pick up the scent of the bird
within the cover.
Mr. and Mrs.
Gray have shot many birds
over
Della and she always retrieves the
dead birds in the gentle manner
common to this particular dog.
Silas B. Adams has recently pur
chased a new dag.
Fred Hale, E.
A. and C. S. Randall, Dr. C. W. r
Bray and many other Portland gun
ners have fine hunters in their ken- i
nels.

'The announcement of the fact
that deer and birds are more plen
27/ar/i/i f/r& ar/ns Cb. 3 3 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. tiful than usual in the Maine woods,
has a wonderful impression on the
average true sportsman and stimu
lates the instant
investigation of
returning home.
Mr. and Mrs. Wan. R. Marshall of firearms and general hunting equip
Winchester, Mass., on Thursday even ment, which invariably follows this
ing gave a dinner in honor of their bit of news, says the Portland Sun-'
son, Charles, whose 22nd birthday it day Telegram.
It is tile call of the wild.
The
was.
The table wras beautifully de
Birthday Party One of the Closing corated with sweet peas and covers first trump which is blown from
the
laid for eight:
Mr. and Mire, Mar the quiet wooded shores of
Festivities.
(Big game appreciating the heavy
shall and son, Chester Willetts', Mrs. great inland stillnesses, the forests
frost and sharp cold nights of the
primeval
and
which
echoes
through
F. B. Burns, Misses Cecil
Brown,
past few weeks in the Maine forest
Carrie Frost and Ann L. Ma.rible and every town, city and hamlet in the
(Special Correspondence.)
have made their appearance
near
State,
the
sound
of
which
is
picked
Mooselookmeguntic House, Haines all greatly enjoyed a lobster suipper up and bourne along throughout the the habitations cf man in the last
Landing, Sept. 26.—This hotel closes with a birthday cake, after which rest cf the Country, calling
Deer are seen daily in
The log cabin which Dr. W. H.
the few days.
the
ox; Tuesday, September 28, after the company gathered around
the woods near waterways
quiet-y Hawkins c f Lewiston built at South.
devotees
of
rifle
and
gun
to
be
up
the best season ever, and with- more open fire far a social hour and with, and doing.
feeding on tender branches or on Lewiston a few years ago, has been
camps engaged for next year than tlie hope young Marshall will spend
the fresh young grasses in deserted moved to Tacoma Lakes where it
With
the
‘‘frost
upon
the
pumpkin”
many future birthdays at Haines
ever before so far in advance.
will be erected on a lot near
the
and the cool nights of early fall red lumbering yards.
Landing.
Partridges
further
back
in
the
Buwie
cottage.
Additions
will
be
On Friday, October 1st the post
dening the birches and the maples
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Clay of New
office and store will close. Miss Car
there is an irresistible longing for woods are tame as yet, not laving built to the cabin and when the
The work is completed, it is expected that
rie Frost, the assistant postmaster, York, who are here for tihedr first the season to arrive when this pent- been gunned to any extent.
who has handled Uncle Sam’s mail season, with Bob Martin guide, left up energy to he afield may be releas writer who is now in the woods of Dr. Hawkins will have one of the
attractive
summer
homes
for two summers returns to her home yesterday for a week’s camping trip ed.
If for nothing more than to Penobscot County has encountered most
It is expected
in BowdoinQiam for the winter. Miss up Cupsuptic stream.
fake the trusty shotgun or rifle and several deer and many partridge in on the lakes.
C'hes. F. Pettingill and daughter, srroll through the quiet woodlands the past week.
the cottage will be re3dy fer occup
Cecil Brown, who has assisted •in
Quincy, with that sweet realization pervad
Following the heavy rain and se ancy by the middle of October. The
the hotel office and been the orches Mrs. H, L. Kincadde of
the
tra leader goes to Lynn, Mass., to Mass., will be the last guests to ing one’s consciousness that he is, vere gale of Tuesday and Wednesday job cf moving and re-erecting
resume her musical work, and Miss leave for home.
after many months of toil and labor, aid kinds cf game made its appear building is in charge of Jc-I n F. Sul
livan, the well-known Lewiston con
ance in the more open spaces.
Ann L. Marble the bookkeeper goes
Mrs. F. R. Burns and little son, alone with Nature.
Reach nuts are much in evidence tractor.
back to her home in Boston.
This Master Fred, Jr., will this coming
It is the simple life, for which,
Birds are in
trio of young ladies have been most winter be pleasantly located at the through the seasons we so earnestly in certain sections.
efficient in their duties and made a Tavern in Rangeley village.
Mrs. long.
D aily Thought.
With the arrival of that reali quest of these and the sound of thehost of friends among the patrons of Burns’ mother, Mrs. K. A. Blair will zation that we are alone here in a hunters’ guns can frequently be
Misunderstandings and neglect cause
Mooselookmeguntic House, who hope return to her home in Bowdoinha/m forest unbroken only by wcodroads, heard on the summit of some beach more mischief in the world than even
malice and wickedness.—F. W. Rob
they will return another year.
fer the winter.
a passing river or a wide spreading ridge.
ertson.
There
are
stihl
a
few
late
fisher
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Brown of NewMr. and Mrs. R. L.- Spotts of New lake, a certain exultation that per
buryport, Mass., went to Ken neb ago York at their camp, Doraljo, are en vades us, releases our city-acquired men in the woeds taking advantage
Presidents and Soldiers.
yesterday for a week’s stay before tertaining Dr, and Mrs. W. B. Short, dignity and with a leap and a shout, of some of the late trout fisihing in
Washington, Monroe and Jackson
we give way completely to our prim the ponds and lakes.
Severn! guides who returned to were soldiers in the Revolutionaryitive selves and frolic and
caper
e iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM iim iiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiim it iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiM im iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM iiiiiiim iiiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiR iiiiiiiiiiim im
war; Jackson, W. H. Harrison, Tyler,
about in a delightful spirit of relaxa- Lowell several days ago from the j Taylor and Buchanan in the War of
Maehias River Country said that 1812-15; Lincoln in the Black Hawk
^on.
At this season of the year, every t’ ey saw seme monse but few deer war; Taylor, Pierce and Grant in th e
eye in all of Sporfdom is centered in the woods near where they were Mexican war; Grant, Hayes, Garfield,
Birds were said to be Arthur, B. Harrison and McKinley in
upon Maine, for it is Maine that operating.
very
plentiful
in tie
Washington the Civil war, and Roosevelt was in
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best 1 opens the fishing season in the County woods. It is no uncommon the war with Spain.
months of April and it is Maine that
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- |
likewise commences the sheeting in sig’ t to see a brace of partridge
Every Issue of Maine Woods C a r
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
the fail.
As early as August 15, with heeds stretched far forward,
ries a Fresh W h iff
of
the
P ina
skip
across
a
main
road
in
front
of
while still the summer suns slant
T re e State w ith it.
W h y Not Sub
earthward, one may frequency dis a passing team.
Beech nuts are much in evidence scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All
tinguish the tweet-tweet-tweet of that
t'
e
eastern and northern portions cf the Year.
tall migratcr,— the w-inter yellowleg
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
plover.
It is on the outer islands Maine tiMs year and partridge are to
from the great mainland or along he found in the many berry pastures
THE CABIN B 0 4 T PRIM ER
the sand spits near the beaches, or, or in ti e wild berry hushes growing
HIS is a very in
in
the
forest.
possibly upon the great salt marshes
teresting and in
Wbrle
moose
are
protected
in
Pe
that these birds frequent.
The
structive book oh mak THE
PHILLIPS,
MAINE
booan of the fowler’s gun echoes a nobscot County, at least its eviden ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
cross the vast areas of salty marsh ces are to be seen on the lakes. The row boats, etc. It tells
PRIMER
of the various streams,
land, and brings to mind that the tali bull ruislhes and lily pads in teh one
. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH iiiiu iiiiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim m n im in iiiiiiiiiin iiiim iiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiim m iiiim iiim M iim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiin
can trip on with a
season is Advancing and larger and coves are to be found with heads cabin boat, how to
swifter birds are a-wing. Duck are clipped off proving conclusively that equip for such a trip,
this season cf tine year usually t>e moc.se have been busy among what to wear and eat,
Deer tracks are found on cost of a two month’s,
sweeping up the ccasts and
the them.
trip. It gives descrip
J^naNiSiMin
flights are well on by the middle of every side of the woods.
tions and diagrams,
photographs and chapters on construction,
October.
Figuring even more conspicuously when to float, when and where to land and
Next in season, comes that regal
other useful hints. Book is compiled o f
t’ an facts and observations made by the author.
darked plumed, king of the Wildwood, in the life cf the huntsman
any
other
element
that
might
be
strutting down his favorite ‘‘drurnIt contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
ir>i.ng leg,” the ruffed grouse
com suggested is his faithful and com and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
monly called partridge, while his Istant companion—the dog.
T rp Down tho Yukon. The Cabin Boat, How ti>
a Cabin Boat. 1 he Cabin B< at’s* Equipment,
Be it a setter, .pointer, beagle or Build
much sought running mate,—tie
Furnishings «nd Furniture. Odds and Ends of
woodcock, preens Tis plump body water spaniel he is the embodiment Equipment. The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
Launch. What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin
with a lengthy bill as lie hides be of love and fervent devotion to Ills Boat Exrtnses, Cabin Bonting Waters, Maps and
Lists. Floatir g, Floating at Night and iiv
side t’ e brooklet, just within the master, carryirg out with dispatch, Landing
Fogs, Going Up Stream. Weather, Making Fast
and
Some
Rope Hints. Land nvs. Troubles, Cara
the
will
of
his
owner,
thereby
con
aider’s edge.
of <he Boat, W ays of Makw g Money. On Making
The reconnoiterer who is ear’y stantly strengthening the love of bis Notes, Land Hints. Photographing, Game and

CLOSES AFTER
FINE SEASON

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

|

A REAL BARGAIN

|

|

$ 3 ,0 0 0

|

I

MAINE WOODS,

I

prolongT o u r

T

VACATION

by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail w ith $1.00
and the deed is done.

Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing.
Nmusements. Books, Trapper’s Canoe. A Cabin
Boat Coon Hunt.

SI.00. •
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.

Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound,

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’ s subscription to
M a in e W

oods

(outing edition.)

TAXIDERMISTS

|

( i . W . P I C K I: I,,
T A X ID E R M IST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tackle,.
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenira.
R AN G E LE Y.
.
M A IN S

N am e............................ ......................... ............................................ ......
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
Address.......^..................................................................... .......................
State ........................................................................

They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbenreu
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. (jETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth.

-

-

Main*

THE COLES NOT
TO RETURN IN 1916

When You Want a Thing Done
RIGHT, Do 8t Y O U R S E LF

Mrs. Partridge Will Have Nice
Trophy to Take Home.

(Special Correspondence.)
Mingo Springs, Rangeley
Lake,
September 24.—To-day
this hotel
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being pre
eioses, [having entertained
more
served in its natural state, possible only by pressing the
people than ever before in a sea
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
son.
The many friends all over the
with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and
country of Mh\ and Mrs. C. A. Cole,
who for two years have enjoyed their
strength o f tobacco escape when cut or granulated.
■hospitality, regret to learn that they
Take a Plug of Sickle that is even thoroughly dried
will not return, next year, and
out so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust,
at present it is not known who
but it will b u m and smoke smooth and cool as it has all
will have the place.
Mr. and Mrs.
Cole are to return to South Paris
( f its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in
this week via the chain of lakes
Plug Form .
and Dixville Notch and are talking of
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
leasing a southern hotel for the
winter.
Wherever they go the good
in both quality and quantity. T ry this experiment and
wishes of a host of patrons and
judge for yourself.
friends will follow them,
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Patridge will
close their beautiful summer home
on Mingo Hill next wTeek and
as
usual spend the winter at Southern
Pines, S. C., where they have a de
lightful winter home. Mrs. Patridge
yesterday afitieiaiccli in . IHunjlers’
Cove had the pleasure of catching a
2yz pound trout on a Montreal fly.
The fish wias a gamy one but the
fair angler handled him with much
skill, and as lie is being mounted by
H. L. We loll will be a handsome
trophy.
Mrs. Patridge also caught
a number of pound trout.
er in a hollow squaire; build the fire
The big salmon which 1ms fer
inside or place massive pine knots on several years been seen in the cove,
top of it, and watch the great pile is again giving free exhibitions and
smoulder and blaze like a maimmiOtli those who have seen him recently
“ signal” fire of the Indians, warning p.re sure he weighs not less than 8
the settlers that the tribes were a or 10 pounds.
The Flame Fairies Are Always gain on the warpath.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. D. Carter cf
Portland who have had one of the
Ready to Be Coaxed Into
The ‘‘Burning of Rome” is an ar camps for the past month will be the
Being.
tistic and realistic conception for a last guests to leave.
Mrs. J. L. McLain of Miontclair, N.
campfire, and one wlhic.h children will
By Eva M. Furbush
thoroughly enjoy, if you tell them J ., who has been here for two
the story of old Rome, and Emperor months is to spend a few days at
Place the largest pine knots Oakes’ Camps, for while in this re
Cut about twenty green limbs of Nero.
hay
you
can
find all around the inside gion she has been free from
birch or other wood, two feet in
Pile more of them fever and like many others cannot
length, and place them in the stone of the fireplace.
return to their city homes
until
fireplace wfhich you have made in across the top, making as lnirge a
,
When the en Octobeh
front of the tent, in the shape of a stack as possible.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Pratzfeld of New'
hollow square.
In the center of tire mass gets to blazing, the flames
York returned home Monday, after
will
leap
high
into
the
air,
and
as
these build a snappy fire of dried
a tw>o weeks’ stay.
sumach bushes or plaice a glowing the camp circle gazes into the fiery
The Katz party returned to New
depths,
it
will
not
be
very
hard
to
pine knot inside.
Cover the tc.p
Rome York on Thursday and a number c-f
with green limbs and the whole wlill imagine the picture of old
walls others this week started homeward.
form an acceptable ‘Tog cabin” ; the when its palaces and castle
Mjss Grace and Miss
Gertrude
camp circle can gather round and were a mass of seething embers,
Smith
return
to
their
home
in North
vratch the fire steal in and around li ehting the heavens wliibh the glow
Anson this week.
of
a
dying'
city.
the structure and imagine an Indian
Closed for the season of 1915 is
attack on some old settler’s home,
Mingo Springs and it is not
yet
long years ago.
A “Jack Straw” campfire is simp known who will be the proprietor in
ly made by piling a load of small 1916.
A “Stockade” Campfire may be sticks together, hit or miss fash
built by pounding about ten or ion, and
then,
with
a long
twenty green limbs down into the green limb, try to remove a burn
ground in the fireplace close togeth- ing stick without putting the fire
out by making the others fall flat
so that they will smoulder.
’

saw bruin in a clearing about a quar
ter oi? a mile away.
Wondering
whose cattle had invaded his claim,
he took his rifle and started to see
what brand, if any, was on the cow,
and he then came to the conclusion
it must have been a wild animal of
some kind.
In the soft mud near by he found
the tracks of a large bear, larger
than any that he had ever before
seen.
The traces led down the trail
to the river bottom.
He
walked
slowly along the trail until near the
river.
Here he came upon bruin
busily engaged in eating berries that
grew beside the trail.
Tokala fired two shots, the first
entering the animal’s neck, and the
second entering its brain. The bear
dressed over five hundred pounds;
the flesh was enjoyed by -numerous
homesteaders of the upper Nehalem
River.
Old hunters say there have been
several bear killed here that were a
cross between the cinnamon and the
black, but this is the first thorobred
cinnamon bear ever killed, to their
knowledge, in Clatsop County.

ARTISTIC

CAMPFIRES

MANY TO TAKE
ST. JOHN TRIP

SANDY RIVER &RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD
TIME TABLE
In Effect, September 26, 1915.

FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farmiagton for Phillips. Rangeley and Bigelow, at
6.15 P.M.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M
and from Rangeley* Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
P.M.
Mixed train arrives at 9.315 A . M. and leaves at
11.00 A. M.
STRONG Passenger Trains leave for Farmington
at6.23 L M. and 1 31 P. M. For Phillips at 12.37
P. M„ and for Phillfp9 and Rangeley at 5.47 P. M.
andfor Bigelow nt 5.50 P .M . Passenger trains
arrive from Farmington at 12 37 P. M. and 5.47
P.M. From Bigelow at 1.21 P. M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M.
andfrom Kingfield at 8.25 A. M.. and from Farm
ington at 11.45 A . M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40
P. M. and for Farministon at 8-45 A. M.
1
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farming
tonat 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
*•15 P. M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farmiugton at 12.55 F. M, and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A.
M., Rangeley 1.20 P. M. nnd arrives from Farm
ington at 2 15 P. M.
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves for Farm
ington at 10.40 A . M. and aniwes at 8.00 P- M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.4i P. M,
and leaves at 7.30 A. M.
SALEM Passenger Train leaves at 1.00 P. M. for
Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
KINGFIELD Passenger Train leaves for Bigelow
at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farmington at
12.40 P. M.
Mixod train leaves for Farmington at 6.45 A. M.
and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
BIGELOW Passenger Train leaves for Farming
ton at 10.60 A. M and arrives at 7.28 P. M. A r
rives from Kingfield at 10.00 A . M. and 7.28 P. M.
and leaves for Kingfield at 10.50 A . M. and 'll.35
P. M.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.50 A .
M. Phillips 12.25 P. M.
Strong 12.47 P. M.,
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M .
Returning
leave Farmington at 1.50 P. M. Strong 2.22 P. M.
Phillips, 2.45 P. M., arriving at Rangeley at 4.25

P.M.

F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
Phillips, Maine.

Rafter—20, 12, 17, 17.
Lathroip—-18, 13, 18, 16.
Martin—17, 10, .10, 20.
Goldsmith—15, 12, 17, 18.
Woodbury—14, 10, 17, 15.
Perry— 19, 13, 18, 23.
Nivisiotu—4.

CAMPS TO KEEP
OPEN PART OF OCT.
Mrs. Ellis Recovering from Illness
— Camp Haverhill Closed.

STEEL TRAPS
gine
&bD EESSvarious
(C R IB E Smakes
Rr.uand
/inrl tells
t Ck11.

how to use
them. Also chapters
_™Jk)n care of pelts, etc.
(This book contains

An ‘‘Independence Day” Campfire
is the finest of all, and the deliight
c-f the big and little American Boy
camper.
Just before making this,
place red fire at points of advantage,
around among the trees; light the
s.icksi, ancl watch the red glow of
freedom steal far out into the dark
ness of the fo.rest, lighting up the
humblest leaf and flower, and blade
of grass with its glorious message;
then, place around among the trees,
in the ground, several good long
sparklers; hang some of them from
the boughs overhead; give some to
the campers tO' hold, and the “ stars”
and. “ stripes” of Old Glory
will
seem to be alive aigain, as the party
watches them burn.
A few snap
crackers, placed in one of the small
tov cannon-holders, for this purpose,
will make the ‘‘noise” necessary to
celebrate right!
Then,—-after all tlo
fireworks are over, light the bonfire
of freedom, and you’ll say it never
burned so grandly as in front
of
youir old tent.

5 x 7 in.,

Sand 130 illustrations,
Sprinted on good qup.1
ity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
have long needed.
Gives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps, How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall Trapping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
•
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 60 Cents.

CANADIAN WILDS
E L L S about the
Hudson Bay Com
T
pany; Northern Indians

(Special Correspondence.)

Bald Mountain Camps, Mooselook
meguntic Lake, Sept. 26.—The guests
still linger and several parties are
coming next week.
The many friends of IVLns. Amos
Ellis wild be happy to learn she is
fast recovering from her recent ill
ness, and now able to sit up part o-f
the time, but has not yet been out
of Sunset Camp.
•
Mr. and Mts. Foster Clark of North
Attleboro, Mass., have closed Camp
Haverhill for the season and return
ed home by auto to-day.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis A. Wallon and
daughter, Miss Wallon of Newton,
Mas®,, left this morning after
a
most delightful stay of three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. George Heintz
of
Winchester, Mass., who came in their
touring car greatly enjoyed their two
weeks' stay and plan to come next
season.
y
Messrs. H. Hirst, J. Waner and D.
Mallory of Mardian, Penn., have been
here for a few days’ fishing trijp.
Miss Miriam and Miss Lucilile Huntoon of Rangeley are visiting their
grandmother, Mrs. Ellis this weeik.
1 F. A. Currie, H. Hart aind M. K.
Sessler of New York returned home
this morning having greatly enjoyed
this their first visit, and they were
so charmed with Bald Mountain
Camps they plan to return and bring
others with them.
This has been a most prosperous
summer at Baild Mountain Camps and
they will be kept open for a part
of October.

(Special to Maine Woods.)

An “ Old Soldier” Campfire is made
by driving into the ground twenty or
thirty tall green limbs that burn
s’ovvily, with one big limb in front
for a general, the others for aides,
etc.,—then, the dry sticks may be
placed all around the tall ones and
i>.g- they hiaze up threateningly, and
the hot rocks snap into like
gun
s ©ts, one can imagine war times
when the enemy closes in on all
sides, and the soldiers bravely with
stand shot and shell until the last
man shall fall.

M lj3 3 3 Pages.

HOLDS
Ohesuncock, Sept. 27.—The follow G A R D IN E R G UN C L U B
W E E K L Y S H O O T — T H E SCORES
ing, en route for the St. John River
M ADE.
trip, registered at the Grindell House
recently:
Mrs. B. Frank Clapp,
Gardiner, Me., Sept. 24.—The week
Algernon Clapp, Philadelphia; Cjhas.
ly
shcot of the Gardiner Gun Olulb
Nelson, Clarence Morris, Joe Caro,
Kineo; J. S. McCallister, J. Clarkson, was held last week on Friday instead
Bangor; Francis Dougherty,
Mike of Tuesday, at the traps, at West
There was a good atten
St. Thomas, Cld Town; Rosmer Dev-J Gardiner.
eraux, Casitine; Hans Huber, New dance and scores made were as a
Each event was 25 birds
York; Ambrose Budge, Brownvil-le; rule good.
The scores:
Mr, and Mrs. Cilias. E. Curtis, Phila per man.
delphia; Bea.cih Barrett, New York; Files—19; 21, 18, 17.
Luke Allen, Harry Johnston, James
Marron, Kineo; Gilds. McLeod, Ban
HUNTING DOGS
gor; Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Sheldon,
e s c r i b e s in a
New' Haven, Conn.; William Caide/r,
practical man
Bert Fowler, Kineo; T. S. Woolsey,
ner, the training,
handling, treatment,
New Haven; Geo.
Woolsey, New
breeds, etc., best
York; Horace Priest, Manfred Priest,
adapted for n i g h t
Sangerville; Charley Nicholas, Joe
hunting, as well as
gun dogs for daylight
Bouinhard, Kineo; Palmer Langdon,
sport. This book is
New York; Sumner Robinson, West
not intended, for the
Newton, Mass.; C. B. McKinney, Au
field trial dog men,
burn, Me.; Arthur Eastman, James
but is for the real
dog men who delight
More, Kineo.

and their Modes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t h e
Wilderness, Things to
Avoid, etc., etc. The
author (Martin Hunter)
was with the Hudson
Bay Company for about
40 years—from 1863 to
1903 and the informa
tion is given from al
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Om pany; The “ Free Trader”
Outfitting Indians, Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
Mode of Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
B«ar in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
sary. A Heroic Adven ure, Wild Oxen. Long Lake
Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
Price. Postpaid, Cloth Bound 6 0 Cents

CAM P AND TRAIL METHODS
H IS is one of the
m o s t practical
T
books oh woodcraft

ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, .Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowsboes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING

T

H E most practi
cal book on fish
ing ever published.
T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.” This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and HOW, W HEN
and W II E R E to
catch them; also tells
TT^lthe K IN D of tackle
used for each fish,
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
in chases that are Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; Surf
genuine.
Contains Casting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
Part 1-H u n tin g Dogs, Night Hunting, The and Salmon; Tike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
Night Hunting D o g -H is Ancestry. Training and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
the Hunting Dog, Training the Coon Dog, Train Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, W olf and
Covote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
arc! Rabb ts. Training the Deer Hound, Training ing and Caring for Tackle; General Inforiria-Specific Things to Teach, Training-Random tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Suggestions from Many Sources. Parr 2—Breed
ing and Caje of DogJ—Selecting the Dog, Care Fish—Good Places.

(FFZ
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BIG C IN N A M O N BEAR S L A IN
O R E G O N IA N .

BY

First of This Species to Be Killed
in Coast Mountains, Say OldTimers.

Seaside, Ore.— On the north fork
of the Nehalem River, about a half
mile from Hamlet postoffice, August
Tokala killed a large cinnamon bear.
Mr. Tokala believes this to be the
first cinnamon hear ever killed
In
the coast range mountains.
Tokala was milking when lie first

and Breeding, Breeding. Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail
ments of the Dog. Fart 3—Dog Lore-Still Trail
ers vs Tonguers, Music, The Dog on ihe Trap
Line. Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound. The
Beagle. Dachshur d and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters. Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Collies, House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 6 0 Cents.

Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 6 0 Cents

Send all orders to

MAINS WOODS,
PHILLIPS,

_____________ MAINE

Cnnrinl flffpr Any one of the aV?ve

books and Outing F.dition
of MAINE WOODS one year, $1.2 s '
0 }J o u lC tl U l l C l

.
w ong those registering their
THE SPELL OF THE home.
Messrs. R, E.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Greenia and catches were:
son Jack, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. P. mose, 4-pound salmon, with
POOL UPON HIM Brown, Dr. and Mrs. Jos. H. Wister Splain guide; N. A. MacLeod,

late
WetTom
with
and family returned to their -homes Frank PMlbrick secured several big
this week.
A happy summer all ones, among these a nice
3-pouud
have had here in camp and we trust salmon.
the winter will bring only
good
Messrs. C. B. Martin, C. Andrews
things.
and R. A. Saunders have returned
Mr. and Mrs. L. Arthur Reese of home after having wonderful fishing.
Philadelphia, who have been spend One day at Little Kennebago tliey
ing the summer at Middle Dim are lauded over 20 between one aud
three pounds, and at the pools they
here to-naght en route for home.
Mir. and Mrs. C. A. Cole of Mingo added several record fish to their
They spent one night
with
Springs are here to-day, waiting for Pst.
Mr.
Southard
at
his
forest
homo
at
the boat to take them down to Mid
dle Dam, as they plan to take the Little Kennebago and they are loud
trip to Dixville Notch and home via in their praises of Mr. Southard as
a host.
It was a great experience
White Mountains.
for these young men from
busy
Mrs. Geo. G. Powers of Bowdoin- New York and they are planning to
liam and Mrs. Geo. W. Paine of come back anothep year.
Richmond have for the past
week
Lawrence Garland and friend, F.
been tine guest of their niece, Mrs.
R. CJiesly of Saco' are in tamp for
Chats. H. Grant.
/bird shooting and are planning
to
Th© school bell lias rung and the
take home one of the deer that are
teacher this fall term is Miss Pearl
carelessly exposing themselves.
Raymond of Bowdoinham, a graduate
“ Why it can’t be fall,” remarked
of Gorham Normal school.
several upon seeing the foliage still
There are over 30 guests enjoying
unchanged.
Very few spots of red
life here, but most of them will start
are showing1 as yet through the
l'or home as soon as the law says
green.
they must reel in until another sea
Judge Hitchcock and wife regret
son.
fully left for home after being in
The steamboat will makie two
camp W est End since July 30. E very!
trips daily to meet the train until
body will miss these genial residents.
October 15, after which there will
Owing to Judge Hitchcock’s generoo-1
only be a mail Tuesdays and Fri
ity the library has had an addition
days.
cf 21 volumes, making now over 100
books which are on shelves at the
disposal of guests and which help,
in a great degree, to chase
away
homesickness, should there chance to
be any on a rainy day.
Others ton**
tnbuting to the bookshelves this yea®
have been Messrs. Eckstein, Dr. Pell,
Return After Fine Trip to Kenne- Chas. Sawder and many.others.
Though many o f the employees a
bago.
bout camp took advantage of the
trunks to be put into the baggage came t° Mai he has been nominated , wjien he struck a trout •that kept
last regular train to return to theirl
car, they slapped their hands and r~r ^publican representative from ! him on the anxious Seat for over one
(Specpl Correspondence.)
hemes, chef Nelson and enough oftook a quick step ua» and down and the-second Worcester, Mass., distri t hour, while the guests went down
Grant’s Camps, Sept. 27.—By the a staff are left to make any
wendered “what it would be in this Music, speeches and congri.'.uiatiom to tlie v harf to ’watch fi s battle. But time another Maine Woods as gone comers well fed and perfectly c om-J.
country when 34 degrees below zero. were in order and the dinner was a at -last Mr. Parson unaided, reeled to press, the last fish will b&ve been fortable.
But here in the hotel office it Ls u‘t r-' o: •
ti e treue in and list ed im, a J- reeled in, weighed and commented
It is*to be regretted that the regwarm and comfortable and the guests
Everyone was glad to gree: E . O . paund Id ounce,t as handsome a tr o u t en.
Nothing will be. left of the uiar train schedule has to be chang
are sitting around the big open fire, Noyes of Brcfc ,ton, .Mass., last Moi> es ever cok a t'y in the pco-1, and |th in g s season but memories of the od as many applicants for late
seme playing cards, other? enjoying day, for during the many years he no doubt also tf.kes r e prize offer- good times and conquests cf bob - reservations have been obliged
to
a smoke, and one. gent .eman, Her- has teen an annual cpmer ..e i.as -sd by the Field and Stream for 1 ,e large and small prizes.
Not a few, j cancel their trips to ti e woods on
man Wirz of Moyian, Penn., wears a n-ade a host of Fiend-', who - il
3 largest trout c-r. .g t oh i ;iy w
however, of the anglers, •who have (account of this fact.* In spite of
smile and receives congratulations glad .to know his health' has gre -y t;-elighte d rod in1915. This trout visited camp this season will have this, however, a goodly number oCf
from ev eryone who conies in and this improved the last law weeks.
<s to be mounted by H. L. Wei h .
some beautiful, mounted specimens hunters are booked.
is the -reason.' When ! a oaone oaf .Mir. and Mrs. Chester P. Mills cf
E, F. Van D ,311 also records a 3- of their skill.
E. M. Coates and wife have re -«
from breakfast just about 9 o'clock Brooklyn, N. Y., who have been pound 2-ounce trout this week.
These praying for rain, had their turned to their Springfield
home, \
his guide, A 1 Sprague fcadd,
“You spending their honeyancon days here
Horace C. Dunham, a 4-pound 10- •piayors answered in that respect, after a pleasant stay in Harmony
must go out fishing, fine day like returned ionie this morning.
ounce trout Laud, & 4-pound 2-ounce for the last few' days of fishing were Lodge.
this, come on.”
“Perhaps you think j yjj.. and Mrs. C. A. Cole closed salmon and one 3 pounds 6 'ounces.
extremely satisfactory, both at V e
Over forty arrivals the past week|
I am not gam,3 this morning,” an- Mingo Springs Saturday and spent
Thomas L. Per’ ct, who has fishod pools and at Little Kennebago. A- have kept everybody busy.
swered Mr. Wirz as he commenced t Sunday here, returning to their Lome the pool longer than any man here, w
put on his sweater, coat and leather in South Paris via the chain
of
in years past recorded as many
jacket, and A1 said “come on,” i id lakes and Dtovil!© Notch.
and as large _ fi^h as anyone else,
f’*oaii tl:,e window #the less brave’ fish
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lloyd Coates of has al£° U‘e Z°od fortune to ratord
ermen watched A! with a long and
Ardmore, Penn., arrived here
this a 5-pound 4-ounce trout and a 3strong pull take the boat over by
evening for a short stay on thief,; pound 13 ounce sadmon.
the point. Mir. Wirz with his S-cuncs
Dr. T. R. Parker was also one of
way to Kenihsbago for a hunting trip.
and son remaining until
Tuesday.
The family who came early in the
ISSUED WEEKLY
season have had a very pleasant
summer and hope to return early an
other year.
Phillips, Maine________
“ Com.” F. A. Newiin returned to
Boston Sunday, having been called Heavy Gale Does Not Stop the
L. B. BaiACKETT,
Fishermen.
Business Manager home by the illness of his mother.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Pearce
also
left for their home in Hackensack,
OUTING EDITION
(Special Correspondence.)
......... ........................................$1.00 pear year
N. J., and this morning 15
started
Upper
Dam, September 28.'—The
LOCAL EDITION
for home just as the mountain tops
SSLaaJ 16 p a g e s ................................... SL5C per year
were taking on theiir white caps of hig September gale of 1915 struck
Csuulima, Mexican. Cuban and Panama subthis pait of the .wilderness, blowing
a -Kijicio-o SO cants oxtra. Foreign subscription snow, which will he gone when the
down trees, changing the lakes from
Indian summer days are here.
6 coots extra.
the usual calm to waves “ mountain
Last week Mr. and Mrs. M. B.
high,” but as I cannot prove the ex
aarwrad as second class matter. January 21.
Fitch
<.W0. at the poetOfiQ.ee at Phillips. Maine, under Damon, Mrs. C. A. Cross of
act height of the waves, I know'
burg, Mass., Mirs. L. P. Jone^ of
t'-ig Ax:t of March 3. 1879,
that the lake was so rough the boats
Lexington, Muss., and I. N. Damoai
could not land, 'and had to give up
£\i,i Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire of Gardner, Mass.,
came to occupy
crossing to toll© station, and several
atate or Mahw as to Hunting, Trapping, Carapthe big camp.
The Indies, a/fter a
Qg and Outing news, and the Franklin county
who wisihed to go home via Dixviille
delightful week in camp,
returned
o cully.
“Notch were storm stayed and the
Maine Woods solicits communications and flak home Saturday and that evening Mr.
telegraph and telephone wires weye
#.-jk1 game photographs from its readers.
Damon was joined by his old friends,
Whan ordering the address of your pairer
blown down.
But all this did not
hanged, please give the cld as wail aa new Messrs. J. S. Ames, F. J. Pierce, E.
chill the enthusiasm, of the fly fish
S.
Dow
of
Gardner
and
F.
S.
Nichols
ddraaa.
ermen, who-, when it was snowing
of Fitchburg, Mass,., who came by
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1915. automobile and this jolly crowd are and only 34 degrees above zero, were
;u th<e pool casting the fly, for they
always welcomed when at Mountain
knew the record trout and salmon to
View.
be safely hidden under the quick
Tlie last log cabin Rouge-Et-Neir water.
The record of only facts tell
is taken lor two weeks by a happy i some
ftak stories this week.
party of four gentlemen from Card. __
.
“
,, 0
| Donald Parson of Tooingstown,
ner, Mass., Messrs. F. S.
Butler,
.
A
, ,
, ' _
• _ .r> ,
. - Ohio, in Forest and Stream read of
C. P. Pearson, F. S, Pope and C. A.
*
.
.
.
. ,,
the fascination of fishing in ehls
Several Jolly Parties Still in Camp _Brown. There are hunters, an
the i
,
'
,
.
_
,. . . i tainous old pool, and this summer
party and to-day Mr. Pearson shot at i
_
. .
came to South Arm with an automca number of partridge and they all
, _ _tt ., , i * i
bile party and up here just to see
(Special Correspondence.) .
bad bToiled chicken for supper to- ,
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the pool and meet some of
the
Mountain View Ilpuse, September
n»'gkt.
anglers.
The spell of the place
27.—Tthis is one of the days you read
Th,e second camp is taken by an cams over him, and last week he
about.
The wind comes howling
down Bald Mountain, which is litte other jolly Gardner, Mass., company, came to try his skill and luck wittfih
with snow this morning, and the ther Dr. H. D. Bene, C. H. Hanson, B. the fly at Upr,er Darn pool With a
mometer told that at 7 o’clock when J. Brown, D. R. Collins and E. T. 2i.-ounce split bamboo Leonard rod.
As there are good shots Mr. Parson will ever forgei i is ex
the team left for Oquossoc station Braniard.
it was only 34 degrees above- zero. it. this party tliey gave a partridge perience, fer on Sunday morning he
As the passengers stood on the plat dinner on Thursday evening in honor was casting with til’© little rod, us
form waiting for the big load of |of C. H. Hanson, who since they ing a No. 8 hook with a moose fiy,
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y 0V r tke r0U^ 1water.
There was a rise, a strike,
and the battle with a salmon was
on.
Snowflakes were in the air and
the boat pitched as the fisherman
played the salmon and the guide
handled the net and from the window
the people wondered “ will he be'able
to land a fish in such a> gale?” But
in Less than half an hour they had
the salmon in the net and pulled for
the shore.
When they reached the
wharf everyone was ready to guess
the weight of the silver bie-auty and
vent to the ice house and watched
the scales as the fish balanced at
just 8yz pounds, the big catch of
1P15!
“ There are others over there
as big a.s this salmon,” is no in
ducement for the Gardner and Fitclhburg, Mass., gentlemen in the camps
1 0 go out fishing to-day.
The bell hoys are taking the piazza
chairs in, and it locks as if the
summer had ended, and soon Moun
tain View will be in winter quarters.*
Everyone misses the tick, tick of
the telegraph, and more than that do
they miss Mr. and Mrs. . Benj. B.
Bryan of New7 York, who have b.een
here for the last ,six weeks and ad
ded much to the social life of the
place, and the happiness of t'-ieir
friends.
Saturday morning they left
in their touring car for New York vi
Brettcai Woods, Miss Kathryn
McInerney of Brooklyn accompanying
them.
Mr. Bryan, who is a wellknown New York broker, arranged
to hawe a private wire from his of
fice to Mountain View' and has thus
combined pleasure with business. All
hope for their return another sum
mer and a haippy and
Prosperous
winter.
.

This postoffice is to be closed on -t^e

October 15tli for the winter and as
last year the mail will come t0
Oquossoc.
Rev. Fr. T. J. McLaughlin, who
celebrated Mass Sunday morning at
Bends was here last nlight and re
turned home via. Rumford.
Many of these who have
been
working at this hotel during
the
summer returned to their homes this
week, but no doubt there will be a
good fall trade.
It will hot be long
before the hunters will comk,
for
the fishing season closes Thursday,
September the 30th.

tcrtun«ate

fishermen,

for

he

caught a 3-pound S-ounce saimon on
j a small fly.

Stephen H. Painier has
another
! salmon, 3 pounds 7 ounces to his
credit.
J. C. Dougherty caught three sal
mon weighing 4 pounds 1 ounce, 3
pounds 2 ounces and 3 pounds 2
ounces.
Only two more days this year be
fore the fish in the pool can put
their nose above wa/Ler without dan
ger of being struck by a hook to
which is tied a bright feather.
Frank V. Dumcnd, an artist fropi
SOSBCF7IBE NOW FCR
MAINF New York, after an absence cf eight
years is again greeted by old friends.
WOODS AND READ ALL
Miss M. Robertson of Boston is
THE OUTING NEWS.
here for a month’s stay with Masi- " er Robert W. Parks, and this tenj year-old lad with George
Thomas
guide, expects a great time.
<T]T y *
f
»
Wm. C. Backus of Windham, Con: 4
y it 5 a waste or tune to and H. E. Remington of Willimantic,
Conn., are here for the last ten day3
along with incom cf fishing.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Palmer have
petent help when an been
join,ed by their son, G. V. Pal
mer and his aiunit, Mass A. B. Pah
or good material mer
of Montioello, N. Y., and ail
remain until next week.
awaits you among the will
Dr. and Mrs. J*. G. Stanton, Mr.
readers of the classified and Mirs. H. D. Dickerman of New
London, Conn., wore here for a short
stay this week on t-1 eir way .to
columns.
Middle Dam.
§ T h e want ads— next] Mrs. F. R. Baker and friend, Mrs.
F. IT. Bowles, her guest, .are plan
to the telephone— axe ning ’for a hunting trip at Richard
son Pond.
the necessary lieutenants Misses Iren© C.r, and Isabel R.
True of Portland have been visiting
of the modern, busy busi Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Grant this week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Van Dusen are
Mrs. Robt. Hawkins and daughter ness man.
now packing up, getting ready to
returned to their home in Providence,
Vtave camp Friday r.nd by automo
R. I., last Wednesday, air. li-awkk'■
bile go back to their New York

worry

army

NEW LIBRARY
HAS BEEN ADDED

IT’S ALL FREE
I f you are planning a

h u nting trip to M aine this
fall and w an t to

k n ow

the best places to g o you
should w rite

• ,

Maine Information Bureau
P h illip s, - M a i n e

IT’S ALLFREE

C L A SS IF IE D

‘‘Papa, there gees a star; perhaps with the trunk that it is impossible H. Jones, James A. McMahon, E. K. U. S. DEP. M A R S H A L H A R M O N
HAS JOE K N O W L E S T R I M 
if you drive fast enough *we
can to find two inches of stem growing in Atwood, C. L. DeRoehn, Everett L.
MED.
The same little the same direction. The tree seldom Fary/ell, Earl E. Dickson, H.
One rent u word in advance.
No headline or ontoh the baby.”
B.
Bthar display. Subjects in a. b. c. order
girl heard her little brother ask God grows more than six feet high and Crosby, S. J. Cunningham, George D.
in prayer to come clown. Sihe said: sends out a multitude of long, bard Iiegarty, J. A. Davison, A. E. Will
Joe Knowles in his bear killing ex
needle-pointed thorns.
fOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— Young, “ No use, I’ve asked Him. He won’t
iams, E. C. Wilson, Prof. George F, ploit has nothing on Deputy U. S.
When in bloom this ugly tree is an
I think He’s a mean, stingy
sound, acclimated horses. Both heavy come.
immense bouquet of the most beauti Parmenter, W. G. Blake, A. P. Park Marshal Harmon if the stcry told of
and light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross. thing.”
ful and fragrant blossoms, like those er, Wallace Roderick, C. F. Barton, him by some of his friends is true,'
Phillips, Me.
Recent arrivals at Billy
Soule’s of the ordinary orange tree and a par Harry E. Green, Charles B, Price, reports the Portland Argus, which
Capt. H. L. Pepper, Capt. Murray., continues:
The story is told by
home camp are:
Mr. Walter H, ticularly lovely pink blush color.
FOR SALE—Desirable louse lots in Swe,et, produce and fruit merchant in
The flowers, which make their ap- pj C. Kitchen, James H. Allen, M. those whose veracity lias never been
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.
Blanchard.
questioned, at least in this section of
the city of Pirovidence, R. I.,
and pearance in June or July, grow in
clusters of two or three blossoms. The |
the State, Furthermore,
Deputy
his charming daughter, Carlotta.
fruit is lemon-yellow, growing green E U L L MOOSE S H O O K H E A D
I caught 6 foxes in one trap in
AT Marshal Harmon declares tlhat he is a
They are both good travelers
and ish towards the stem.
one night, another 5 muskrat, anoth
A U TO M O B ILE .
better shot with a rock than with a
good sports and already have cover
er 7 skunks.
Stamp for particulars.
rifle,'that is to a limited range.
ed much ground on foot and in ,
Lepers; Allowed to Mate.
E. L. Bowman, West Falmouth, Mass
Perhaps the bull moose in Maine
The story as told is that Deputy .
canoes.
At Libby’s we find on the
The Russian Medical council has
register:
Mrs. Glover and Mrs. F. given permission for lepers to marry have been told by the heralds of the Marshal Harmon in the course of his *
M. Monty, Ri.versid© Drive, N. Y.; with each other, but not with healthy forest that they are protected by official duties had occasion a few
Geo. H. Mender anVl R. Stuart Smith mates. The Lancet remarks that as law now, perhaps they have not; but days ago to travel eastward to some
In order
from Kineo, Me.; Thomas B. Brown the birth-rate among lepers is very up Unity way there is a bull moose distance beyond Bangor.
low, the percentage of infant leprosy that has some odd notion in his head' to serve a summons it was necessary
ol’ Brooklyn, N. Y.
is only about five per cent. But, it
Partridge shooting lias been first- adds, “ it is imperative that arrange about his rights—and that’s a fact, for him to walk a few miles outside
the town.
While walking along the
hereabouts.
Billy’s
guests, ments be made in advance, and the says the Kennebec Journal.
Partridge Shooting First-Class— class
C.
F.
Mussey
of
Lynn,
Mass.,
with
road
he
was
‘surprised to see a huge
Walter Sweet and Miss
Carlotta, reasons carefully explained before
writh Geo. Fleming guide, sihot four hand to the leprous parents, to re a party of automobilists was in Au bear break through bushes by the
Firs| Snow Sept. 27.
trace last Saturday in the vicinity of move at once any newly born infant gusta Tuesday and told of meeting roadside a distance of '■about 40
His hearsliip show
Hayden brook.
Many other
good from the custody .of its mother to a this gentleman moose in the “ Four- paces from him.
ed
a
disposition,
to
occupy the mid
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Mile
Wood”
so-called,
near
Unity.
distant
home
provided
by
the
authori
bags were brought in by other hunt
Oxbow, Me., September 27.—If the ers.
There is every good prospect ties where the child may grow up Driving along the highway the auto- dle of the narrow road and had all
pen is mightier than the sword, then for a successful deer hunt this sea •without danger of acquiring the infec- ; mobile approached the hull at a fair indications of being liable to resent
^ the pen is my chosen weapon for son,-opening October 1st. In short, tion from its maternal parent.”
speed until so close that the driver any attempt to drive him from his
For leprosy is not believed to be feared the fellow wou’d run away position.
Being
unarmed, Deputy
information, .and should have slain as we have written you several times
hereditary, but the intimate contact
of Marshal Harmon was in somewhat of
. (or made sick) in the 25
Letters, before, this who’e region is practi between a mother and a nursing baby without allowing the occupants
' more or less, that we have written, cally untouched for both fisih and is th^ surest means of conveying the the car a gcod look at him. Slowlhg a quandary.
( C o n t in u e d on p a ge
8.)
down he drove to within a few yards
to Maine Woods during the last six game.
Masardis, our R. R. station, infection.
of the prince of the Maine wcods.
months from Oxbow, at least 10,000. stands third on the list of game ship
The bull lowered his head, shook
Our reward has been sufficient, in ments every year.
We speak what
MAPS OF MAINE
his antlers in warning, and tried his
words of sincere commendation from w i have both seen and heard touch
best to tell the driver to get his
a few of ycur readers, and in your ing this matter.
RESORTS AND ROADS
blooming automobile out of the road.
readiness to print all that we have
The new Grange Lodge
building
TVoods has frequent inquiries
Every time the driver let the car forMaine
offered >
“ Virtue i£ its own
re
maps of the fishing regions of the
is now so far along that another “ Be
run ahead slowly for a foot or two, state, etc. We can furnish the follow
ward.”
'-The pen is the tongue of
There and Help Bee” is
due
to
; the hull braced as if to charge. Ac- ing maps:
the mind.”
\arrive this week.
Unlike SolonionV
Franklin County
$ .60
It is the general
opinion that magnificent temple at Jerusalem, ti e Organization Formed Will Comply! cei>tlns the <*?«»■>«.
,«*• Somerset County
.50
driver started slowly ahead
along Oxford County
more sports have come into the Bow sound of the hammer will so hi echo
.60
with
U.
S.
Goverment
!
the
highway
blocked
by
the
chagrinPiscataquis County
.50
this season than for many
years. tl.rcxlgh the forests
:n t. e sCiing.60
p . |
'
ed young fellow with the lowered an- Aroostook County
Libby’s Camps l ave been ohock-a- ^ an<J clapboards go on.
T ore
.50
eg - Lhrtj
tiers.
The bull braced for a charge Washington Ccunty
block full, and our genial friend, wi,n
.hardwood flo. rs in the secOuting map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
'•j • _ ’ hBi —------ I*
’• £
land when the car was close to him. G< illogical map of Maine
.'5
Capi. L.ily b°u!e, '•a'' ■" h -1; a be- 0, <j gtc-ry, and soon arter the slogan
At a well attended meeting of t; e leaped as if toi hook m? his big steel R, R, map of Maine
, "o
yoiul his expectations at ti e open- : wm be> ..0n with the dance!
Let
.35
younger business men of tl & city held antagonist cn his head and hurl i into Androscoggin County
lug.
The rapid and successful ev o- joy ^ unconfin,2d.”
Cumberland County
.35
t. the office of the Central Maine the hrpsh.
The
automobile had Hancock County
.50
lution of good roads and -auto transpotato dig-dig- goes on a race ti e
.35
portaticn a
contr it d 1 : My o
Zg
.
. Power Co., Monday evening the Wat- “ called his bluff” at last, for instead Kennebec County
Knpx County
.35
increased and wide-spreud
travel yteld Ul t; €Se. parts is about n av- erville Rifle Club was organized and 0f charging headlong into the car the Lincoln and Ragadiihoc Counties
.35
officers elected fob the coming year, bull circled and made off into the
nofthward toward the frontier and L rage oue of good quality,
Penobscot County
5o
The club will start off with a men V o cd at a fair. pace.
Perhaps he is Waldo bounty
.35
lrss frequented regions.
j First snow of the season, siruck us
bership of about 30 and will doubt- now wondering what manner cf new York County
,35
*" The Rangeley and Mocsehead re- this morning,
less he able Jo secure the riflo rang- animal is encroaching upon bis rig! is
sorts, far famed and attractive, have
Yoa.rs cordially,
c-s of Company H for practice.
ft j 5 tire lord of the Maine forest,
J. W BRACKETT CO.,
catered to' dhe fas’ ionable,
smart
j. c . Hartshorne.
is planned to have the club o r g a n i z - -------------------- .---- —
set who want to appear in purple .
—----------------------------cd under the rules and regulations A D V rRT1SE IN MAINE WOODS.
Pnii'ips
Maine,
and fine lin»en some part of every I
as laid down by the United States ____________________________ _ _
_
MOROSE
MAH
LOSES
FRIENDS
day,
“Verily they have their re
war office so that the aid of the of
ward.”
The Bow knows no such i Serious Error Is the Habit of Taking
fice may bo had,! to tho extent of
handicap, but, rather, goes in for
Offense When Nothing of the
furnishing guns and ammunition. The;
flannel shirts, wool stockings, knee [
Kind Is* Intended.
members who were present aver© en- I
breeches and old felt hats for
all
,-----thusiastic over the prospects of a
occasions.
As for sport, the fisih
Some persons are always in an unsuccessful club and it will start out
and the game give the angler and'; comfortable frame of mind if not downwith every thing indicating a success
Lunter all the fun any reasonable n sht unhappy. And this even when
ful life. The following officers Were
person can wish for or expect; this there is not an^ real cause for unIiapPresident,
Herbert
D.
piness or grief, but when small of elected:
we know after three seasons here.
fenses or negligences to which no Cunningham; vice president, Fred D.
it
*
Another of those sociable 12 o - second thought should be given are
McAlary; treasurer, Harry L. Bick
clock dances, for which the Row
magnified. The more one allows his ford; secretary, William J. Burns; |
noted, was pulled off at Reed’s ha-M \mjnd to dwell on these things, the executive officer, Irvin E. Thomas. It |
on the ridge last Saturday niight. On greater he, finds them. He views him
is hoped that everyone in the city
the way home we saw cne of the self as being always in the right, and
Conducts a first class job printing department
who is interested in shooting will
most brilliant and beautiful shooting recounts the favors he has bestowed.
make
an
effort
to
join
the
club.
It
stars ever seen.
It flew from east These so occupy him he forgets favors
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
received. With this disposition, a man is going to be a big time with a lot
to west, directly overhead, leaving a
seldom stops at nursing his wrong of instruction and pleasure for the
long trail of molten silver. A little thoughts in his own mind. He talks
members and the ccst will be trifl
New York, Riverside Drive, girl had of them to others, presenting the char
ing.
been told that babies were dropped acter of one with whom he is offended
The charter list of members is as
from falling stars; riding cne night in a wrong light, thereby doing an in
with -her papa they saw a meteor justice. He is so filled with bitter follows, many more being expected
Fred D. McAlary,
when quick as the flash she said: thought o f his grievance that his to join plater:
gloomy face and dismal tone cast Forrest R. Coose, H. D. Cunningham,
gloom on those about him. He be Pearl L. Hansccm, William J. Burns,'
LIVE ANIMALS WANTED
comes s.o morose that his company is William G. Hall, W. C. Frost, Hugh
Fox, Cub Bear, Skunk. Mink. disagreeable.
Others, observing his^ L. Morrill, Samuel Clark, J. E. Row
^ .R accoon ,
Rabbits. O t t e r .
' li aver,
Lynx and others. disposition to take offense quickly, ell, Ralph Patterson, Charles Me Gan ^
State st x. price and full desTem that it may be their turn next to J. Putnam Ware, Albert Kingsley,
tjhcription first letter. W rite
One cannot enjoy free David H. Curtis, D. H. Spaulding, T.
before either buying or irritate him.
^Jselling.
dom of conversation when someone is
C. C. OAKLAND,
A, Gilman, J. A. Richards, A. L. Hol
‘
Box 10 4S7. Old Town. Me. watching for slights. How much bet
ter it would be in the first place to mes, H. D.' Whitaker. E. P. Putnam,
say, “ He meant no offense,” or “ Per C E. B. Walker, William F. Drury,
haps he has troubles of his own that A. E. Carey, Frank H, Mason, W. D.
make him negligent.” Better first look Haines, W. S. Flagg, C. C. Butter
fairly at one’s own'conduct and seo field, J. IT. Jacques, Edwin T. Clark,
if every word or every act will bear Chester Getchell, Irwin E. Thomas,
being weighed in tho balance. Life
George F. Snow, Caleb A. Lewis,
irT too short and too valuable to be
B. W. Sawyer, IT. A. Bickford, Geo.
wasted
in
useless
dissension.
Think
# '
f i s h - r o d s
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
the best and speak the best yo‘u can
t
- William F. Nye is the great of everyone. You wiU be the bettor
for it and tho happier.—Milwaukee
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
est authority on refined oils in the
Journal.
world. He was the first bottler; has
Of an Occasional Trip to
dummies and prices on request.
the largest business and NYOIL
JAPANESE
TREE
A
WONDER
is the best oil he has ever made.

MORE VISIT THE
BOW THIS YEAR

,

WATERVILLE
RIFLE CLUB

MAINE WOODS

W h y not let us Help
you

with, y o u r

a d v e rtisin g ?

* €

*«£ t t

THE PLEASURE
PORTLAND

NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.

Puts Forth immense Orange Which
Develops Into the Shape of the
Human Hand.

Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
In Japan grows an immense orange,
where a light oil is needed. It pre
the shape of the human hand, from
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
which fact it derives its name, “the
tion.
five-fingered orange.” Some cf than
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will (! largest of the matured fruit measure
find it by far the best. Hardware and ’ eleven inches from stem to tip of the
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
middle finger. Naturalists say the
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
fruit has been developed into its pres
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
ent shape by mimicry aiming at self
protection.
WM. Ff NYE,
As if further to protect it3 singu
New Bedford, Mas*.
larly delicious fruit, the tree’s twisted,
gnarled branched are.- so entangled

Will -Be Greatly Enhanced If the

NEW CHASE HOUSE |
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Home During Your Stay.
Positively the Only First-C lass Modern
House In the City, With A ll Conven
iences Including Hot and Cold R unning
W ater apd Local and L o n g Distance
Telephone in A ll Rooms.

Just a step from Monument Square
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
Take the "Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car f.om
Union Station.
Euicp< an Flan Only, Rates S1.C0 ar.d up.
b e s t rocms i n t h e c i t y

II. E. THURSTON,
R. F. UIMMELEIN.
Froprieto.s.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE

AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHY
Soms Practical Suggestions to Be
Given Maine Woods Readers.
It is the purpose of the writer to
give to the readers of Maine Woods
a series of practical
articles on
photography. As this first gives my
ow(n experience it will likely be the
least interesting of the series, but
as we all can learn something hem
the experiences of others I am
giving this for wihat it may be worth
to you.
When you know the other
fellow’s mi®takes, you can: miss them
entirely and save money, time and
patience.
That is where you profit
by this article.
Er,om my early days I had been
a great admirer of good pictures
and especially pihotos of the outdoor
variety, but through the various ex
periences bf life for many
years
I missied owning a camera.
One
reason was that I believed picture
taking took some kind of artistic
skill that was a mystery to me and
then the folks said there wtais too
much work about it—took all of
one’s time to make a few pictures.
So the years went by until I was
working in a certain printing office
in Iowa.
One of the young men of
the town was a sort of apprentice in
the office,
working after school
hours.
He owned a camera—or at
least he called it one.
I
would
not give over 10 cents for such a
one now.
It had cost $8.00 when
new (at a general merchandise
store.)
I owned a Harrington & Richard
son single barrel shotgun. Boy and
his friend wanted to go hunting.
Could they borrow my shotgun? Sure
they could.
Then the deed
was
done.
The gun worked fine and the
young sportsmen were happy. That
was sure a wonderful gun.
It was
good reliable gun, in fact.
The
young man would trade me Unis cam
era for the gun and teach me how to
work it and develop the plates, etc.,
to boot.
So we swapped.
Then under my instructor’s direct
ion I went to the drug store and got
some tall bottles of stuff to make
pictures wit'll.
One kind was to de
velop out the pictures with and one
was to clear the white stuff off the
plates.
On the paper delivery board of the
old Prouty piress in the evening, we
developed the remarkable results. My
first picture which had been a “ time
exposure” with a high stool for a
triped was pronounced a wonderful
success was in fact better than my
teacher had been getting. Soon after
this attempt I began to- have trouble.
The shutter would fail to snap juiS't
when I w,as most anxious to have it
do so. We consulted a jewelry store
man who was supposed to be quite
an expert.
He said ‘‘set the cam
era by a warm stove and heat it up
—that may help.”
But’ it
didn’t
seem to.
Then 1 moved to another
town and had to depend upon my
own resources for photo information.

Just order a sack of
William Tel! Flour
and you needn’t worry
about baking day.

Bread?

Always light, fine and white. I
Cakes and pies? Biscuit? 1
1 The best you ever tasted! til
1 Besides, William Tell goes tik
farthest — worth remem- It
Bn bering when living is so /f l
HA high. Think of ail this,
and instead of ordering iffij
“ flour” order
-J®

C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.,

Phllllpo, Main®.

I had before this tried printing and
toning the pictures, but they didn’t
seem to come out as I should wish,
and a friend had toud me there was
a better way to do it, as he had just
learned.
“ Get some developing pap
er of Sears, Roebuck and print them
at night", said he.
WHiem I got to my new location, I
looked the old camera over earefub
ly, tested the shutter, etc., and then
lost faith in it.
Then I got a
Sears Roebuck catalogue and began
to investigate the camera business.
First thing there wias a fine
4x5
camera for only $1.98 and
printed
beside it a mighty fine half-tone pic
ture from a photo made with it. That
looked good, so I ordere'd a new
camera, some gaslight paper,
etc.
There were some “school ma’ams”
where I stayed and of course I got
th « to pose for their photo*—a time
exposure indoors—then in the even
ing I hastened to develop the plates.
The image showed up very fast and
nice and then began to get black.
That looked like some sort of a dan
ger signal so I put it in the ‘‘hypo”
mighty qu/ick.
Soon the whiteness
had disappeared and that negative
certainly was a fine one to my eyes.
Brilliant, clear and you could easy
tell which wa>s which, of the school
ma’ams.
I wag happy.
The next
night by the light of the electric
light bulb I would make some real
pictures.
•
Tihe next night I was o.n the job.
Mv sakes!
How quick those pic
tures did print and develop.
Quick
as a wink they would turn black as
ink—school ma’ams did not look as
good as they did on the plate.
Another day I took some
more
pictures— same experience over a
gain. After a few days I concluded
something must be wrong, so instead
of trying to make any more pic
tures, took my instruction book and
started in to spend the evening in
reading it through.
When I reached
the chapter on developing, there was
a revelation.
I now knew riiy my
picthre of the school ma’ams
had
not been as brilliant as they looked
on the plate.
The book said when
tho image comes out. and the plate
begins to get black all over, let her
get black—the more the better up to
a reasonable amount.
Of course I tried the new scheme
as soon as possible. Tilings work
ed just as the book said, and the
pictures were a wonderful improve
ment over the others, but I found
difficulty in keeping up the stand
ard of excellence.
Many failures.
Snap shots amounted to practically
nothing.
Then I had the opportun
ity to take a few pictures using a
liieh grade folding Bullard magazine
Cr mera.
I was still after pictures
and the notion that I could make
t^eim would not down.
So I con
sulted Sears, Roebuck & Company’s
catalogue again.
I would have a
real camera.
T/his was my third
4x5 plate camera—a Seroco long fo
cus at $11.50.
My first
attempts
were rather disappointing, but the
machine was guaranteed as good as
$29 machines and I did not give up.
Soon I got better results and then
some photos that gave me pleasure.
Now came a longing for a better
lens and some wonderful results, so
the same summer bought from the
same firm a Emil Busch amastigmat
lens, F 5.5 inch auto shutter. I got
good results from this, but after a
year or so got to reading about the
various well-known high grade lenses
on the market.
I wrote to New
York second-hand dealer and asked
him about my lens.
He said it was
a kind not very well known and even
if it was a very fine
instrument,
would not sell well. Well, I traded
him the Busch lens for a Series III
Cooke lens mounted in a
rickety
Unieuim shutter and paid
$12 to
hoot.
I got disgusted with, the old
Unieuim slhuitter. after awhile ’ and
traded the glasses of the old Cooke
lens to a stock house for $18
in
trade.
In the meantime, I had
sold the Sears camera and had re
placed it with a No. 6 Seneca, in
which I had used the Cooke lens.
Well the pictures were too
small
and I soon bought a Series II 5x7
Korona camera, equipped with con
vertible rectilinear lens F. 8.
Now
I was the owner of a real camera,
but I was wanting a faster lens. Tihe
Korona was so good that I concluded
a high-grade lens of the same make
would be good also, so purchased a
Series III Turner-Reich anastigmat
lens in Optimo shutter.
To the
county fair I went with my outfit
and tried it on the horse races.
When I developed the plates
and

found that I had one clear picture
of the horses going at full
speed
and the leading horse all feet
off
the ground I was more than pleased.
Surely, you say, I should then have
been satisfied with my outfit. Well,
not quite.
That new shutter was a
wonder when set at 1-300 of a sec
ond and worked well at the second
and half-second speeds, but
when
set at 1-25 of a second seemed to
work same as at 1-100 and 1-50—in
short was too fast for rated speed.
Set at 1-5, it gave too much time
for the slotw snaps.
I asked a photo
stock house if they .could trade me
something for this sihutter and they
thought they could, so I sent the
lens into Korona factory and had it
fitted to Hex Universal shutter.
When that arrived it was O. K., ex
cept that one second and half-sec
ond speeds both worked the same.
I returned it to the factory and they
promptly fixed it right. This shut
ter’s speeds agree with the markings
and I have never been able to see
it vary in the least.
When T found
out wihat the stock house
would
give me for the Optimo shutter .1
concluded they couldn’t have it.
I
had a wide angle lens fitted to it
and still have it and at times put
the Turner-Reich lens in it and take
some speed pictures. Other Optimo
shutters I have seen did not have
the fault mine did.
This year I got a Korona' direct
view finder and fitted to the top of
my camera and putting in my Tuir-nerReich lens and Optimo shutter find
I (have a speed outfit that is sim
plicity itself. At tlie side of the
race track at the county fair I line
up the sight and cross hairs cn the
race track where I want to get the
picture and as the miniature horses
appear in line with bead press the
push cord release and the deed is
done— oh, so easy.
Then when I
get home the plates * go into the
plate tank and out into daylight to
be developed.
Then back into the
dark again and into the fixing.
If I fail with pd.ctur.es these days,
I blame my own judgment, not the
camera.
As I look back, I can see where I
missed it often.
But we learn by
experience.
Why did I practically
give away that Emil Busch lens which:
I now know was one of the finest
lenses ever made?
Or why did I
not have that old Cooke lens mount
ed in a new shutter instead c f sell
ing it so cheap?
Why didn’t I get
a good camera at first? Why?
I forget to say that when I sold
the Cooke lens and bought the Turr,er-Reicb, I put the 5x7 rectilinear
lens in the 4x5 Seneca camera and
had two fine outfits. This completes
the recital of the evolution of my
present picture outfit front the very
beginning; except that I ought
to
mention that the direct view finder
on my camera has a detachable base
and I only put it on the camera
when it is in use.
Burt Stone.

and waterfowl, and in Washington fer
the smaller shore birds, were made
to conforrp with the regulations under
the Federal law.
Uniformity was
also secured by provisions in the
laws of Connecticut,
Maine, New
Mexico, North Dakota, Washington,
and Wisconsin, prohibiting hunting
between sunset and sunrise. Cn the
other hand, Delaware adopted a reso
lution opposing the migratory-bird
law, and Ohio and Rhode Island,
which had harmonized the’ir seasons
in 1914, changed the seasons on
waterfowl this year.
A|s a result of the decision cf the
Supreme Court of the United States
or. January 19, 1914, sustaining the
alien hunting law of Pennsylvania,
legislation prohibiting aliens
from
hunting or owning shotguns or rifles
was enacted in at least four States—
Massachusetts, New Jersey,
North
Dakota, and West Virginia—'but cer
tain exceptions based on property
qualifications were made in Massa
chusetts and ,New Jersey.
Close seasons extending for sev
eral years were provided for certain
kinds of big game arid also for game
birds.
Hunting mountain sheep was
suspended until 1918 in Montana.
Moose were protected for four years
in Maine, the fifat absolute close
season on this species for 35 years—
since the suspension of hunting from
1S78 to 1880.
Antelope were given
indefinite protection in New Mexico
and Montana.
In Michigan,
New
Mexico, and Oklahoma prairie chick
ens were protected for several years.
Michigan extended complete protect
ion also to quail, imported pheasants,
grouse, and wood ducks for five
years.
Minnesota protected doves,
woodcock, plover, and woed ducks un
til 1918.
New Mexico gave protect
ion to pheasants, boh-whites, pigeons,
and swans.
Oklahoma
protected
doves, grouse, wood ducks, and cur
lew.
Several birds were removed
from the game list and
protected
through the year.
Oklahoma gave
such protection to pelicans,
gulls,
and herons. Tennessee declared ring
neck pheasants, buL’.bats, robins, and
meadowlarks to be nongame birds.
In a few cases protection wms re
moved from certain species'—notably
the turkey buzzard in Delaware, Flor
ida., and North Carolina, owls and
starlings in New Hampshire, and cor
morants in Illinois and North Da
kota.
For the first time in 12
years
moose hunting is permitted in Wyom
ing, and for the first time since 1907
prairie-chicken shooting is permitted
in Indiana.
•
NOVEL

FEATURES

OF

STATE

LAW S.

Among the novel features in the
lays this year may be mentioned the
declaration in the Florida law that
ownership of game is vested in the
respective counties; the provision in
the California law protecting spike
bucks, or deer with
unbranched
240 N E W S T A T E G A M E L A W S E N  horns, instead of deer with horns cf
A C T E D IN 1915.
a certain length; and the Wyoming
experiment of allowing the killing of
More Local Legislation to Protect 53 bull moose under ^100 licenses
Birds and Big Game— Nine States
instead of an indefinite number dur
Bring Closed Seasons Into
ing a limited season.
Methods of
Agreem ent W ith Federal
bunting were restricted in Mich avail
Migratory Bird Law.
by prohibiting the use of automobiles
in hunting partridges, and in Indian
Washington, D. C., Sept. 27.— by prohibiting the use of searchlights
More than 240 new game laws were or other artificial lights attached to
enacted during 1915—a larger number autos for hunting game on or near a
than in any previous year except highway.
Several new restrictions
1911, according to Farmers’ Bulletin on shipments appeared for the first
692, “Game Laws fer 1915” .
Forty- time:
Illinois prohibited importatio
three States held regular legislative from points outside the State cf any
sessions, and in all cf these States game except deer
legally killed.
except Arizona, Georgia, and Nebras- ■Pennsylvania prohibited shipment of
ka some changes were made in the game by parcel post, and Wisconsin,
statutes protecting game. The largest shipment under an alias. Connecti
number of new game Laws passed in cut authorized the commissioners of
any one 'State was 61, in North Car fisheries and game to grant permits
olina; but in California, Connecticut, to bring in game lawfully killed out
Maine, New Jersey, Oregon, Penn side the State,, provided such game
sylvania, and Wisconsin the number is not offered for sale.
reached 10 or more.
Several meas
ures were vetoed, including a gen
Q U A IL
eral game bill in Idaho, the first
bill appropriating the hunting-license
Notwithstanding the agitation
in
fund in Pennsylvania, a bill protect favoir of protecting quail for several
ing bears in California, and three years in some sections, no bills of
sections of the game bill in Washing this kind were passed this year, and
ton.
A number of bills wree intro 39 States still provide quail shooting.
duced fotr the purpose of harmonizing The seasons were
shortened six
the State laws on migratory
binds weeks in Oklahoma and two weeks in
with' the Federal regulations. In at Nevada.
Limits were established
least nine States changes were made for the first time in Arkansas and
which brought the seasons into sub New Hampshire, reduced in Iowa from
stantial agreement, viz, California, 25 to 15 per day, in Oklahoma from
Connecticut, Maine, Michigan,
New 25 to 10, in Minnesota from 15 to
Hampshire, Tennessee, and
West. 10, and increased in Nevada from 15
Virginia. ' In Illinois' the seasons to 20.
All but 14 of the States
for all migratory birds except coot which permit quail hunting now have

a limit ot 20 birds or less per day.
W ATERFOW L

All the States now allow
water
fowl hunting, but the wood duck is
protected for several years through
out the northern zone and . in the
southern zone in the States of Cali
fornia, Kansas, ard West Virginia.
Daily bag lit its were established for
the first time in Arkansas and Con
necticut, reduced in Oklahoma from
25 to 10, and increased in Missouri
from 10 to 15. Most of the States
now have a limit of 2.5 or less per .
day.
OPEN

SEASONS

Open seasons were lengthened in
Montana on elk and deer two weeks;
in Florida on deer and birds three
weeks; in Minnesota on quail 20
days; and in Nevada on sage , hens
four and a half months, cn grouse
one (month, and on quail two weeks.
New Jersey reverted to the former
plan of hunting deer <•n four
con
secutive Wednesdays instead of five ,
consecutive days.
Seasons were shortened in a num
ber cf States.
In the case of big
game the deer season was curtailed
in Arkansas three months; in Ore
gon and Washington two weeks. In
New Mexico the seasons were gen
erally shortened and arranged in
two districts divided at latitude 35 de
grees.
In California the dove seasen was made later and in Minnes*ota shortened 20 days; in Oklahoma
the quail season was curtailed
six
weeks, and in Michigan,
Nevada
(ducks), Tennessee, and
Wyoming,
spring shooting or waterfowl
was
abolished.
LAWS

P R O T E C T IN G

BIG

GAME

The more important changes af
fecting big game included the closing
of the season for four years on moose
in Maine; authorization for the kill
ing of 50 bull moose in Wyoming;
lengthening the season on elk in
Montana two weeks;
closing the
season on mountain sheep in Mon
tana; changes affecting dees in seven*
States, including the removal of pro
tection in Florida, Nevada, New Jer
sey, and Wyoming; establishment cf
a limit in Arkansas; and decrease in
the limits in Alaska, Michigan, Mon
tana, and Nevada.
•
Under present conditions
deer
hunting is permitted in 36 States,
in about one-third of which the hun
ter is limited to one deer a season
end in most of the others to two.
Eighteen States protect does at all
seasons and allow only ducks to be
killed—namely, Alabama,
Arizona,
California, Georgia, Idaho, Missouri,
Mississippi, New Mexico, Nevada,
New York, Oklahoma, Oregon. Penn
sylvania, Texas, Utah, Vermont, West
Virginia, and Wisconsin.
Pennsyl
vania requires that deer kilted shall
l ave horns two inches above the
hair, New York and Vermont
at
least three inches long, and West
V rginia four inches long, while Cali
fornia prohibits entirely the killing
of spike bucks.

From

the sale of a

$ 5 0 ,0 0 0

farm to the

recovery of a w ander
ing bull pup, you can
put your faith

in the

want ads.
SjfThey are great little
hustlers, and are never
off duty.
iBoastr** r i-r1 .; sacs

PALMER ENGiNES AND
LAUNCHES.
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for cfcnoes
and light boats, $48.00 Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Po. tland, Me.

■SYLVAN L A K F .
As good as it sounds, with camps of
all kinds and sizes. Ten ponds within
10 miles. Salmon, togue, perch and
trout.
Excellent %hunting.
Guides
furnished. Write for terms to
F. G . H flY D E N ,
R. F. D, 1,
Abbot Y’ illage, Me.

Ross is big enough for the following
game:
Grizzly bear, moose and car
ibou?
Would the .333 Jefferies or
the .30 Springfield be better guns?
Ans. The .280 Ross is sufficiently
powerful fer the game you mention.
There is little to choose from be
tween the calibers you give.

and sedate,
With her hop, skip, and jump,
And Ida, peaceful little body,
As reliable as the odd town pump.
Gladys, tihe serious one,
Was quiet as could be,
■
But she will make her mark in life,
As you will certainly see.
Dear little dimpled Dolly,
Was great for an auto ride,
And who could he but jolly,
When she wias by their side.

MEMORIES OF

Annie Dirake was a live one,
Always ready for a tramp,
We will never forget the day
She took us to Bald Mountain Cam.p.
, 1 i
i : .
.
i■
Dear little angel Helen,
We did not realise how near
She was to God’s great kingdom,
Cr how soon &l e was to leave us
here.

shall pay a fine of not less' than ten
dollars nor more than fifty dollars
and costs for each offense; provid
ed, however, that if protected wild
birds or wild aniimails are
hunted,
killed, destroyed or had in possession
in violation of said section til e pen
alty shall be the same as is now
imposed therefor during other clos
ed season.— (Approved March 24,
1915.)
NATURAL
BA IT S
K I N D S OF

LURE
F IS H .

ALL

Natural baits are these ' which
most anglers are accustomed to us
ing.
Such baits:
include worms,
frogs, minnows, grasshoppers, grubs,
The following snatches of verse
salt pork, crickets, and many kind' of
real fish food.
The most common of
were written hy Maud E. Smith, one
ali baits is the angleworm, and it is
L . R. F., Marcelin, Sask.
• ing and leading, that is to say, a of tlie waitresses at Mountain View
used more than any other because
1. Would you advise the use of j little rust cn the bore scrapes off with a request to have them appear
u can he secured so easily.
This
a ball of wax melted and put into a some of the lead of the shot. If so, in Maine Woods:
bait can be used for all kinds* of
shotgun shell—tJlie Shot poured over the above remedy will practically
fish, and is accepted by large and
;
',
.'
I I
i : :
and left to cool, so that it would cure the trouble.
Dear old Mountain View,
But G-cd in his own great wisdom
small alike, no matter whether they
shoot better at leng range?
.
On the shore of Rangeley Lakes,
Took her to Heaven above,
are surface cr bottom feeders. The
Ans. I do not exactly see what F. L. B., West Milan, N. H.
I sihall always think of you
worms may be used just as they are
1. Is there a rear siigdut made fob When memory a backward look takes. Where all is joy and gladness,
the object is in such procedure. If
She is safe, in his eternal love.
taken from the ground, and they are
Luger
Automatic
Pistol
outside
of
it is your intention to lubricate the
generally used in that condition. But
If so, where Up in petticoat alley
,
!
barrel, this is net necessary, as aid the one that is on 'it?
And for dear sister Mary,
if they are dug a week before, wash
cculd
I
gelt
one
put
on?
good shot shells as loaded by tihe
We dwelt in ways serene,
What can "we say but this,
ed, and fed with a few bread
Ans. I would write to the firms We were just one big family
factory have wads .which lubricate
She has our deepest sympathy
crumbs soaked in milk, they be
sufficiently, and give the very best who make a specialty of sights for. And life one golden dream.
For
the little sister she must miss. come toughened and make the best
firearms and see if they can furnish
shooting results.
bait.
them.
We had lots of u!ps and downs
2.
I have a .22 rifle the barrel of
Mr. Snow lias been very good,
It is a common saying that the big
2. What do you consider the best In learning the waitress’ life,
wiiich I cut In two and made a re
worm will catch the big fish. There
rear sight for use on a .30 cal. rifle We watched for the head waiter’s We thank him one and all,
volver.
The barrel adjusted to the
I? he wants some waitresses for 1916, appears to be little if anything in
in connection wtith a Vickers-Maxim
frown
stock is 10 inches. Which
would
He knows on wihom. to call.
this, but a worm that i.s just the
front sight?
Oh! It was certainly some strife.
you advise me to put on it—a high
right size to cover the hook when
Ans. 'Tihe peep rear sight Works
front sight or a low front sight?
properly impaled without crowding is
best with the Vickers-Maxim front Dear Margaret, we shall never forget Dea,r Mr. and Mrs. Bowley,
Ans. It does not matter how high, sight.
Who were so gcod and kind,
the right size, and as a rule any
.
her
or low the front sight is so long as
We hope that in the coming years,
fish will take it.
And
her
old familiar tunes,
when used with, the rear sight it will Inquirer, Plunt, N. Y.
Much happiness they will find.
The grasshopper is another good
But we hope wlhoever gets her
put the bullets where you want them
bait, especially for surface-feeding
1. How does pitting affect the bar Will continue to feed her on prunes.
to go.
If you widh to experiment to rel of a shotgun?
Then we’ll give three cheers
for fish.
Perhaps no other bait will
find out just what height sight to
Mt. View,
cause a lazy old trout to rise so
Ans. A shotgun barrel which is And Julia has our hest wishes
use, make a sight of wiocd and tie ift only slightly pitted wtiill shoot very
And one for each girl’s sake,
quickly from the depths as will a
on with a piece of string.
This will nearly as well as a perfect barrel. As she walks through this vale of And one for the summer of 1915,
lively, kicking grasshopper.
The
life,
hold on long enough to tell you what The tendency wouild be to have ir
And one for Rangeley Lake.
hock should he entered at the joint,
height the metal sight should be regular patterns, that is, if a series But try and not break so many
just below the head, and run length
disili es
made, then make the metal sight a of shots were fired, there would be
wise of the body.
little higher than you figure and by greater differences between the poor For wihoever gets you for a wife.
For black bass and other large fish
carefully filing it down, you will get patterns and good patterns than if it
the minnow is the favorite bait. By
And Helen A. our fidgety one,
the gain sighted exactly to suit.
“ minnow” is meant a small fish, for
were in perfect condition.
Who could never once keep still,
small fish are invariably called min
2. Is it safe to sihoot 26 grains of I suppose she is studying her lessons
P . R. C., Council Bluffs, Ioava.
nows by anglers, regardless of their
Balli®tite powder in the barrel cf a Now, with a right good will.
1. Could you please inform xnfe if badly pitted repeating shotgun?
species.
The small shiner, about
a 16 gauge pump action
shotgun
four inches long, is good bait, espec
Ans. It is rather difficult to an Helen B, with her big brown eyes,
shooting No. 4 shot with a modified swer this question without knowing
A bass takes a
Phillips, Sept. 27, 1915. ially on dark days.
choke barrel will do as good work exactly how badly pitted the barrel One of tiie dearest girls we had,
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
minnow bait from behind or
from
We hope in Livermore Falls
and as close shooting as a full is.
It has so long been the custom for the side, runs some distance with it,
Unless the pitting is serious, I
choke gun of the same make and do not see how it could cause any She will find her own dear lad.
deer hunters to lay out around apple- then stops and turns the fish about,
calibre?. I prefer a small gauge gun. trouble to sheet the load you men
This is the
trees, orchards and other places to swallow' head first.
And Alice, cur firm foundation
We have to use the large shot as the tion.
The same method
where deer roam in the night and time to strike.
In times c f trouble and woe,
closest we can get to a duck is fifty
shoot the. unsuspecting animals that of baiting and hooking applies to all
If you ever need a friend,
yards.
perhaps it would be well to call at kinds of fisih when minnow bait is
W. L. W., Grayville, 111.
Let us know, and we will everyone
Minnows should be carried
tention to a law passed by the last used.
Ans. So far as I know, the con
1. I would like to know
the
go.
Lrgislature in re’aticm thereto.
It in a minnow hox and handled as
cern you mention Ices not manu speed of flight of wild geese, ducks,
is a well settled rule that ignorance little as possible.
facture a 16 gauge gun. These guns prairie chickens and quail.
Nellie and Maud were roommates
of the law is no excuse for its vi,ela
Small frogs make gcod bait for
are made only in 12 gauge. I would
Ans. Wild geese average 110 ft.
In number forty-four,
tion, but so many have not the op all .game fish-, and may be used with
not advise the use of a smaller than per second; ducks vary according to
Nellie had all the chauffeurs
portunity to know the law that it a single hook by inserting through
12 gauge, especially as your sQicoting variety from 75 to 145 ft. per sec
Which of course, made the other
may save many hunters from
the the lips, like halting with a minnow.
conditions are hard and it is not ond, the slowest being the Mallard
girls sore. '
penalties of an unintentional violat The debson, cr helgramite, is excel
possible to get closer than 50 yds. and the fastest being the Canvas
ion to pub'Msih Chapter 170 of the lent as bait for many kinds of fish.
Back.
Prairie chickens average 75
to the birds.
And when Maud got one lone- chauf
It is1 an ugly creature, and is found
Public Lawts cf 1915.
2. I have a 12 gauge gun that is ft. per second, and quail about the
feur
I presume tihe reason for the pas under stones in the streams.
In
rusting slightly within an inch of same.
The other girls had so much fun,
sage
o
f
this'
law
was
because
so
swrift
streams
they
are
easily
captur
2.
What
is
the
sp'eed
of
No.
8
She
the muzzle.
There are a-lso spots in
They frightened the poor hoy to
muclh wild game is Edict from auto ed by turning stones and holding a.
each barrel about two inches from and BB shot, fired from a 12 gauge
, - death
,
The
mobiles and from laying out in the minnow net below the stone.
the muzzle that are raised like a gun with the average iced of smoke And he left upon the clean run.
night that this indiscriminate slaugh current will carry the helgramites in
What effect has a
blister.
These spots are not rusty. less powder?
■e-r has serious’y interfered with' the to the net.
Crawfish ar§ common
If you could give any remedy tlvrougni heavy load of smokeless powder on Amy was the champion swimmer,
propagation
of
game.
the
shot
over
that
cf
an
average
as
bait
used
for
still fishing. They
tie columns of your paper I should
She swam across the lake,
Deer and ether wild animals have, are best at the time they have shed
load of a smokeless powder?
be much obliged.
She never could have done it,
all back through the ages, been gaz their shell, and in this condition
Ans. The average ve’ocity of a(
Ans. I have found the hest way to
But for the nourishing toast
she
ing at the stars and the mcon and may he hooked through the
body,
clean a sihotgun is to use a brass shot charge from a 12 gauge shot
would take.
from these they 'have received
no but at other times should be hooked
scratch brush either made of wire gun, using 3 drams of powder and
harm.
Consequently when they see til rough the tail.
Bass are fond of
gauze or the usual bristle type. Use lVs oz. o>f shot is nearly the same Dear old Derrida,
the lights of an automobile, a lantern crawfish.
A bait that is quite a
oil on the brush and give your bar- with the different sizes; of shot, that Or Billy Brett I should say,
or a jack-light they are dazed and favorite for bass is a strip of fat
Of
re' a good scrubbing and I til’ ink you is, the actual muzzle velocity.
We sihall never forget you, old sport
stand still, or out of sheer curiosity salt pork, cut in the shape of the
w’ U find that the spots you mention course the smaller the shot the For many and many a day.
approach
the light thinking they are letter V, with the hock through the
quicker
the
velocity
is
lost.
No.
8
will decrease somewhat.
It is not
T/his is placing small end.
Caterpillars^ and other
possible to tell just what these spots s: -o.t will average 850 ft. per second There was Rose, at once so frivolous gazing at a star.
them at an immense disadvantage, like creatures are sometimes
used
are due to without seeing them. I over a 40 yd. range and BB shot
and
their
killing
is
almostt
murder
would
be
S'hgfhitly
higher.
A
heavy
successfully.
The
grub
is
also
used
should imagine that they are probab
and net true sportsmanship.
The sometimes, and the legs of a large
ly caused by a combination i f rust- load cf smokeless powder such- as
following is the late law in relation frog, skinned, make good bait. The
3V2 drams will run the velocity up
to night hunting:
53 to 75 ft., and will have a tendency
popular baits for salt-water fishing
James Morrison.
to open up the pattern, that is, make
are bloodworms, samdworms, shrimp,
HASTE MAKES WASTE
Chapter 170.
sheddar crab, claims,
mosshunkers,
the shot spread more.
Think this Over
An Act additional to Chapter thirty- fiddlers, and killies.
3. What size Slot should be used
Don’t hurry through your meals. to sihoot geese, ducksi,prairie chick
two of the Revised Statutes, as
Chew your food before you swallow en and quasi?
amended *by Chapter two hundred
Selection of a Wife.
it; your stomach has no teeth. Hasty
and six of the Public Laws* of
Ans. Fer geese B.B, No. 11 No. 2
In France, Germany, China, Japan
eating may save time, but it wastes
nineteen hundred thirteen, prohibit and many other countries, wives are
For dycks,
health. Stop the “ Quick meals” habit. fed sometimes No. 3.
Start your stomach right, by carefully Ncs. 4, 5 and 6; prairie chickens, 6
selected for the man by the parents,
ing night hunting.
selecting proper food, and eating it to 7xk ; quail, 7 to 9.
Section 1. There shall be a closed with the assumption that the parents
slowly. Once in awhile your stomach
season on wild birds in this State being older and having larger exper
4. Which of these should I have
may call for help. When it does,
from sunset to sunrise of the follow ience with life, are better capable of
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine is what it a full choke and which a cylinder
selecting a wife than the inexper
needs. Use this family remedy faith bore gun to hunt them with?
ing morning, and on wild animal ienced youth. It is not yet proved
Offers room with hot ard
fully, and you will escape bilious at
cold water for $1.00 per day
from one hour after sunset until one that this is an unwise course.—Ex
Ans. Full choke is absolutely nec
tacks, sick headaches, indigestion and
and up, which includes free
bouir before sunrise cf the following change.
constipation. W e know it is good for essary for duck and goose shooting,
use of public shower baths.
morning during which closed season
the stomach, because thousands have and in open country for prairie
told us so. Here is a remedy worth chicken and quail.
I would suggest Nothing to Equal This in New England it shafil be unlawful to hunt, kill or
\
Imported Birds.
trying; nothing but good can come
The number of birds imported into
destroy wild birds or wild animals cf
your purchasing full choke because
Rooms
with
private
baths
its use.
for $1.50 per day and up;
any kind.
No .person sfliahl have in the United States annually amounts
you can always use scatter load
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest
suites of two rooms and bath
possession,
at
any time, qny wild to about 500,000, and as many as 17,
shells
if
you
strike
conditions
which
store, or write today for a free sample.
for $4.00 per day and up. \
bird
or
wild
animal,
or pant thereof, 000 have become dwellers in America
require
mere
spread
of
shot
than
FREE.— On receipt of a yellow outside
within one day. The half million
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF
taken in violation of any provision feathered strangers represent 1,500
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine, given by the regular loads.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
we will send one of our Needle Books with a
of this section.
good assortment of high grade needles, useful
different species, but the greater num
Send for Booklet
in every family.
Section 2. Whoever violates any ber of the importations are of ca
B. D. C., Oyster Bay, L. I.
STORER F. CRAFTS
G en.
Manager
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO.,
Portland, Me.
provision of section cne of this act naries, parrots and game birds.
Kindly let me know if the .280

A New Questions and Answers Department

MOUNTAIN VIEW

of Interest to Shooters

NIGHT HUNTING

PROHIBITED

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

Where To Go In Maine
OTTER POND CAMPS

YORK

GAMPS,

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. MeKENNEY, Prop..

RANGELEY, MAINE

Oaratunk, Me.

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

FOR SALE
F I S H H ^ C
AT

•

John (2arviiie*s Samps
at S p r in g Lake

•

Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
•re most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
pui'estoif spring water and the table ia first-rlass,
elevation 1,900 feat above sea level, grandest scenary and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unlnunrn. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
^tivoams and ponds arc abundance of brook trout.
Buelcbaard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
aUlage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS
just across the cove from the
Mountain View House at the
For

particulars, address
F. C. FOWLER,
OQUOSSOC,

MAINE

COME TO CARRY POND CAMPS

for the fall hunting and be comfortable.
A furnace heated house when too cold
Blakeslee Lake Camps
for log cabins. License for deer shoot
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
ing now fifteen dollars. Write for
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot further information.
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
HENRY J. LANE,
map. Address, Oct. 15 till Ma^ 1st, Carry Pond. Me. _
Via Bingham
Sidnner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

w
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HOTEL

MANY ATTENDING
FARMINGTON FAIR

3 . M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Narrowly Escape Serious Burns—
Portland,
Maine

Wm. Boulter’s during their stay.
Mrs. Oscar Riddle returned home
Tuesday.
We do not know all the names of
those who attended Phillips fair but
among the number were: Mr. and
Mrs. Bben ‘Rowe and son Olin, Mrs.
E. P. McCaird, Miss Maude Soule,. Mir.
and Mrs. Wm. Tomlinson, G.
C.
Twomhily, Blanche Tomlinson,
Mr.
ar Mrs. Ives Hinkley, Daniel and
David Hoar, Mr. and JYIrs. C. F. Humtoon, Ira D. Hear, Mrs. Guida Nile
and children.
•Max Weybrant -of Brunswick
is
visiting at Wm. Tomlinson’s.
C. L. Hurnden has moved his fam
ily to tine tenement house, corner of
Allen and School streets. ,
Mrs. Albert Carlton is spending a
few days with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. I. D. Hoar.
Mrs. Carlton was
at Phillips fair one day.
Mrs. Chas. Hamden had rather a
narrow' escape from serious
burns
recently.
She had a pitcher of
gasoline and was going to fill am
iron and while passing near the
stove the gasoline exploded setting
fire to her clothes.
With rare
presence of mind she rolled on the
floor until the flames were extinguish
ed.
Her dress and apron were de
stroyed but the burns were not deep.
A goodly number from; Rangeley
are attending Farmington fair.
Arrong them are:
Mr. and Mrs.
Alexis Blodgett with their new Ford
car, W. D. Quinn]>y and family, Mr.
and Mrs. C. B. Harris, Mr. and Mrs.
A M. Hoair and son, J. Shermiain
Hoar, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Nile and
party, D. W. Spencer and family, Mr.
and Mrs. H. B. McCard, Gladys and
Guida Phijlbrick, Mr. and Mrs. H.
C. Riddle.

Chief Justice Hughes and
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
MLaiue vacationists, tourists and sports
# Family Return Home.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
(Special Correspondence.)
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
Rangeley, September 29.—Mr. and
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Mrs. "Nelson Hinds of Auburn are
American plan. Send for circular.
visiting relatives in town.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Miss Kathleen Dyer of Passa-ic, N.
O B ITU A R Y .
Beat Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hshiu« begins about June 1. Send for circular. J., was in town to attend the funeral
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO.. of June Ellis.
Upper Dam, Maine.
JU NE E L L IS
The little son of Mr. and Mrs.
Come to PIERCE POND CAMPS
Herbert Wilbur burned one of his
where you are sure of getting game, deer, bears
the past Week.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
and birds. Reduced rates. $15 license. Send hands quite badly
for circular.
Th-e little fellow was playing with
Rangeley,
September 29—The com
C. A. SPAULDING,
Caratunk, Me.
his velocipede and In some way fell munity was saddened to learn of the
striking his hand and arm on 'the death of June, the youngest daugh
Go to
stove.
The accident happened near ter of Mr. and Mrs. N. H.
Ellis,
BLAIN E VILES’
meal time and as the stove was un which took place at the family home
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS usually hot the little fellow was quite
Dead River,
Maine badly burned, but is now gaining Friday about midnight following a
critical surgical operation.
Every
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom  rapidly.
thing possible that human hands
modations, Reasonable Prices.
Miss Charlotte Fuller of New Hav could do was done for -the little pat
Special Sunday Dinners.
•
en is the guest of her sister, Mrs. ient but to no purpose.
Almon Wilbur.
Of an unusually sunny disposition
Round Monntain Lake Camps. W rite forfree
C. B. Harris has purchased an she. made friends quickly and was a.
booklet. D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor.
Round Mountain. Maine
Overland oar of S. G. Haley of Plhiil- great favorite particularly with her
lips.
Mrs. Haley drove the car in schoolmates.
h E A D R IV E R REGION
Tuesday.
Funeral services were held
from
The Sargent. Up-to-date io every
Flayden Huntoon was home
the her late home, Lake View Farm,
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
latter part of tlae week from Orono. Sunday afternoon at two o’clock,
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
Rev. H. A. Childs officiating.
Inter
tie returned Monday. *
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F.
ment
at
Evergreen
cemetery.
The Kempton Lumber Co. closed
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Marne.
<.
Tliis is the first break in a fam
the mill Wednesday to allow its eon
ily
of 10 children of which she was
ployees to attend Farmington fair.
The following broth
P A G K A R D S GA MP S
Chief Justice Hughes and family, the youngest.
ers:
Clyde,
Berne,
Reed, Hal, Ray,
R a n g eley L a k es
who have occupied the Gilman cot
Thayer,
Lin
wood,
Scott
and one sist
tage
the
past
season
returned
home
R an geley,
M aine
er, Miss Faye, besides the parents
Tuesday,
and
H.
L.
Eno
''and
family,
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
and a large circle of relatives and
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part who have been at the Ludeke Camps friends mourn her passing. She was
the
past
summer
left
the
latter
part
ridge and duck hunting.
12 years of age the 16th of last June
of the week.
and was a member of the Intermed
A party of 34 from Rangeley at
RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOCSE
iate school.
The flowers were many
On Rangeley Lake.
tended the dedication ceremonies of
and beautiful, testifying to the love
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
Far
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House the new Odd Fellow’s hall at
in which she was held:
Mr. and
July 1 to Oct.
mington.
They made the trip by
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
Mrs. N. H. Ellis and family, pillow
auto.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
with “ June” across, endless chain,
Raugeley, Maine.
E. I. Herrick was at Kennebago large bunch of pink gladioJi;
Mr.
recently for a few days.
ard Mrs. Joshua Ellis, pink gladioli;
yBRY BEST HDNTING GROUNDS
Mrs. W. E. Tibbetts has returned Mr. and Mrs. Amos Ellis, Mr. and
at
home from> Kennebago for the winter. Mrs. Bernard Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. O.
SPECTACLE LAKE CAMPS
Mir. and Mrs. Ernest Robbins are R. Rowe, gladioli, deep rose pink;
And stream fishing cannot be duplicated occupying their new home
which classmates and teacher, pink
rose
elsewhere.
Send for circulars and
was
recently
completed.
buds, tied with pink ribbon; Mr. and
references.
The fruit store which was
con Mrs A. L. Robertson and family,
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
E U S T IS .
M AIN E
ducted by Beeh & Robbins during bouquet pink and white rose buds;
the summer is now closed and the George and Lois Quimby,
bouquet
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
proprietors have returned to their white rose buds; Pythian Sisters,
A N D LOG CAMPS.
pink amd white carnations, tifed with
Heart of the Rangeieys. Beat fishing region. respective homes.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
Warren Stevens is very ill at this white ribbon; Miss Miriam Huntoon,
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
writing and is being oared for by a pink sweet peas, tied with white rib
BE A SPORT
trained nurse at the home of Mrs. bon; Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Oakes and
and go hunting this fall. Y ou will find good.
John Oakes.
family, pink and white carnations,
W'vrm camps, good table and good beds at the
Mrs. Sylvader Hinkley recently tied with pink ribbon; Norman Hun
W E SSE LL CAMPS
MadawasKa Lakes, Maine picked a gocod bouquet of blue violets toon and Ray Smliith, white asters;
P. O. Address ST O C K H O L M , Me. 3 miles from
The recent hdiglh winds did some Mr. amd Mrs. Melvin Nile,
purple
B. & A . R. R. on good auto road. Rates $2.00
per day. $10.50 per week.
damage along the lake shore, Er asters; Mr. Natt Ellis and son Per
nest Haley’s boat, the Lillian, being cy, basket purple and white flowers
slightly damaged.
with dove;
Mr. and Mrs.
Sid
Miss Geneva Ricker is a guest of Harden, carnations, pink; Mr.
and
Deer, Bear, Partridge and Woodcock liei aunt, Mrs. H. A. Ohidds.
Mrs. G. L. Kempton, Miss
Alice
shooting. New locality open to hunt
Harrison Amber was at Grant’s Sweetser, Mrs. C. E. Parker, Mr.
ers. Write to
Camps for the week-end.
and Mrs. W. F. Oakes, wreath, pink
H E M O N S. B L AC K W EL L,
Saddleback Lake Camps,
James L. Brackett is having a and white flowers; Tavern employ
Dallai. Maine.
new foundation placed under
his ees, wreath, pink and wthite
rose
house and other repairs made.
buds, with White rdibbon bow, with
BILLY SOULE'S NEW CAM PS Miss Shirley Hoar, who has been “ June” on ribbon; Mr. and Mrs. W
at Pickford’s Camps the past sea D
Quiimby, carnations, pink an*
LAKE M ILLM AGASSETT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty son has returned home.
white; Mr. and Mirs. T. R. Matliiesof partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow.
Miss Carolyn Ryan of Haverhill is on, white carnations and ferns, tied
Maine.
visiting her cousin, Mrs. Lee Mitchell, with white ribbon; Mrs. Nelson, dah
R AN G ELE Y L A K E S
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis O’Brien of lias; Miss Rena Tdibbetts, wfliite can
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Writa
Lewiston were recent guests of Pat dy tuft, tied with white; Lucile Hunfor free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A R K ER . Bemis, Maine.
O’Brien.
They had rooms at Mrs. ton, lavender and wthite stocks, tied

HUNTERS

with white; Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Rid
dle, white carnations, tied with
white; Mrs. Chas. W. Bamrett, dah
lias and asters; Oquossoc Grange,
carnations, pink and white; Mr. and
Mrs. K. W. Oakes, rose buds, pink
and white; Mr. and Mrs. John Rus
sell and family, pink sweet peas;
Mrs. Emery Haley, pink asters; Mir.
ard Mrs. Robert Nile, sweet peas;
Miss Winnifred Ham, asters;
Mr.
and Mrs. Anson Soule, dahlias, deep
red; Mr. and Mrs. Sylvader Hinkley,
wreath, pink sweet peas; 'Mr. and
Mrs. Alec Lee, sweet peas; ]\jrs. lidward Handy aind children,
bouquet
mixed flowers.
W IL L

TRY

L I F E OF
M AN .

P R IM IT IV E

(Continued from page one.)

December 1 and when they coute out,
not only will they he fully clad' but
they will have a collection of sylvan
souvenirs that will be worth going a
long way to se,e.
The feat to Toe tried by Mr. and
Mrs. Estes is not new for them. Only
recently they returned from a trip
into the woods where they stayed for
28 days and they ,depended not a bit
upon outside aid for their support. In
stead, they clothed themselves and
fed themselves from what they found.
In 1914, Mr. Estes stayed from Sep
tember 27 to November 8 without an
trouble.
Although but 26 years old—and thi
is also the same age as his wife—
Mr. Estes has practically lived in the
woods of Maine since h© was 12
years old.
He knows them thor
oughly.
He is more familiar with
tlie roots of plants, the edible and
drug roots, than an Indian.
He lias
made his living part of the time in
collecting medicinal roots and be
cause of this he has been given the
sobriquet of ‘"The Harvester”
by
which he is known throughout the
woodland country.
/
“ No man can jump directly from
the city life to the life of the for
est” said Mr. Estes in discussing
his proposed stay in the woods -with
a Press reporter just previous to his
departure Wednesday evening.
“A
man must train for it or else he
will suffer physically.
I have been
training for weeks for this very ex
periment.
I have not tasted a piece
of bread nor a vegetable since July
7.
My wife has also trained and
she is just as much at home in the
woods as I am.
“ We are not taking this excur
sion into the woods for any adver
tising.
We have wanted to make
the experiment and from the tests
undertaken in the past we are con
vinced that we can do so. We make
no secret of our plans and we do
not intend to hide from anyone. On
the other hand, we want people to
come and see us.
We sihall show
them how we live in the woods and

we shall explain how anyone can do
the same thing with proper training.
We ar,e going t o ‘do just what we say
we are, for we have done it before
and w,e know we can do it again.
That is why we would like to have
someone come and se,e us. We would
even like to be watched during the
two months we sihall stay In the
woods.”
With the mosquitoes, black flies
and other insects gone, Mr. and Mrs.
Estes feel .that they have these
agues out of the way.
In
two
hours after they enter the woods,
Mr. Estes promises that-they
will
be clothed weld enough for several
days.
Later, when the time comes,
a deer will be killed, for the
law
will be off, a.nd heavier and more
hardy clothing will be provided.
With years of experience as a reg
istered guide, as a trapper, and in
the collecting of roots, Mr. Estes
feels that he is certain of being suc
cessful in hiis experiment.
On one
o f his previous stays in the woods,
the one in 1914, he cam.e out and
was the next day examined for a
life insurance policy. He was found
to be above normal in every feature
of the examination.
The couple will go from Gray to
Lewiston by the Portland-Lewiston
Interurbam and will take the train
that leaves Portland at 1 o ’clock
when it reaches the Spindle city.
U.

S.

DEP.

HAS

MARSHAL

JOE

KNOW LES

HARMON
T R IM 

MED.
(Continued from page five.)

His time being limited it was nec
essary that he proceed on li-is busin
ess without any great delay, as trains
as well as time wait for no man.
While debating with himself just what
to do, Deputy Marshal Harmon be
thought himself of the days when he
was a prominent star as a ball tosser
Suiting the action to tli-e thought he
picked up a rock and hurled it full
speed at the bear’s head, as in the
days of his youth he wras wont to
shoot a baseball across the diamond
to the first baseman.
True to its
mark went the rock smashing the
bear in the jaw. * With a growi of
pain the bear rolled over on the
road and then recovering itself bolt
ed off into the bushes.
Deputy Marshal Harmon then pro
ceeded on his way.
Arriving at the
spot where the bear had been but a
few moments before, he was surprise
to find a huge tooth, somew'het be
spattered with blood, which had been
knocked out of the bear’s jaw by the
forcibly hurled rock.
In bearing out the truth of the
story Deputy United States Marshal
Cleary displays the identical tooth,
and which he prizes very highly as
a souvenir of the heroism baseball
abilities and quick thought of his
friend, Deputy Marshal Harmon.

BIG RESULTS
FROM SM A LL ADS.

What have you for

Sale or Exchange?

Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
mock or som ething else you don't want.
)

Someone else is sure to want it

We have'sold things for others, and we can do the
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

